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A B S T R A C T

Wireless sensor networks include a large number of sensor nodes, which monitor an environment. These
networks have many applications in Internet of Things (IoT) and Industrial IoT (IIoT). In wireless sensor
networks, data aggregation methods are known as a suitable solution that can reduce energy consumption. In
addition, these networks are subject to many attacks due to their wireless communications. Therefore, it is very
important to provide data security in the data aggregation process. In this paper, we introduce some secure
data aggregation schemes in wireless sensor networks and express their strengths and weaknesses. Moreover,
we categorize secure data aggregation methods based on network model, network topology, key cryptography
technique, encryption method, application, authentication mechanism, and data recovery ability. We believe
that this taxonomy can help researchers to design secure and efficient data aggregation methods in wireless
sensor networks, identify problems in existing methods, and solve them. Also, familiarity with new techniques
and challenges in this field helps researchers to identify future research directions.
1. Introduction

In the last century, one of the most important technologies is
wireless sensor networks (WSNs) (Fahmy, 2020; Fei et al., 2016).
These networks have a large number of sensor nodes that collabo-
rate with each other to transmit their data to the sink node. Sensor
nodes are tasked to sense and collect data from environment. These
nodes are powered by a small battery, which cannot be recharged
in most cases (Yetgin et al., 2017; Sah and Amgoth, 2020). These
networks are applied in various fields such as environmental moni-
toring (Muduli et al., 2018), forest fire detection (Aslan et al., 2012),
industrial monitoring and control (Salvadori et al., 2009), military
applications (Bekmezci, 2009), and civilian applications (Kandris et al.,
2020; Rani et al., 2020).

Today, wireless sensor networks play a key role in the Internet
of Things (Kouicem et al., 2018). IoT is a new technology in which
everything has a digital identifier (Dehkordi et al., 2020). This tech-
nology connects the digital world to the real world. In fact, IoT is
a new model of WSN. In the IoT, sensor nodes can collect useful
information such as location, light, temperature, etc. In fact, WSNs
complement our environment knowledge and act as a bridge between
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the physical world and the digital world (Rani et al., 2020; Hassija
et al., 2019). IoT has many applications such as transportation and
logistics (Rani et al., 2020), health care (Dhanvijay and Patil, 2019),
smart environment (Liyanage et al., 2020a). Fig. 1 displays some IoT
applications. Furthermore, WSNs have many applications in Industrial
IoT (IIoT). It is a subset of the Internet of Things. IIoT is known as
an industrial revolution (Xu et al., 2020; Khan et al., 2020). It is an
intelligent network, which includes the connected and intelligent indus-
trial equipment. IIoT have been developed to enhance production rate
and reduce production costs through real-time monitoring, efficient
management and control of industrial processes, and scheduling. IIoT
uses sensor nodes and smart devices. These sensors are installed on
the intelligent factory systems to collect data. As a result, the factory
manager can continuously analyze information to make more accurate
decisions and increase production and productivity. For example, when
the machinery fails, the connected sensors automatically report this
problem and send a service request. Therefore, WSNs can help maintain
industrial equipment through intelligent monitoring. Fig. 2 depicts
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Fig. 1. IoT applications (Liyanage et al., 2020a).

some IIoT applications.
According to the mentioned notes, WSNs may generate a very high

volume of data. It is very difficult to process this data using traditional
data processing methods. In wireless sensor networks, conventional
data collection techniques are not suitable because they flood data
in the network and discharge the energy of sensor nodes quickly.
Therefore, one of the appropriate solutions is to utilize data aggregation
schemes (Randhawa and Jain, 2017; Mehrjoo and Khunjush, 2018).
Data aggregation can be defined as merging the information (Cui
et al., 2020). In WSNs, data aggregation processes can effectively lower
communication overhead and energy consumption.

In addition, critical information is exchanged in WSNs (Dewal et al.,
2018). Therefore, security is a very serious issue in WSNs due to their
properties and applications such as IoT, IIoT, etc (Ghani et al., 2019;
Gharib et al., 2017). Because any security gap may reveal confidential
information and cause irreparable damages (Yousefpoor and Barati,
2019, 2020). In the following, some properties of these networks are
presented (Dargie and Poellabauer, 2010).

• Sensor nodes include resource constraints (memory, computing
power, bandwidth, and communication range) (Khan et al., 2016;
Barati et al., 2015).

• WSNs have a dynamic topology. In addition, these networks
are developed in inaccessible environments and have not a cer-
tain infrastructure. Therefore, it is impossible to control these
networks continuously. As a result, they are exposed to many
attacks (Hatamian et al., 2016; Belkhira et al., 2019).

• In WSNs, wireless communication channels are utilized to com-
municate between sensor nodes. As a result, attackers can eaves-
drop on data packets exchanged on these channels (Karmaker
et al., 2020).

Therefore, it can be deduced that researchers cannot ignore security
in the data aggregation process. However, there is a natural contrast
between security and data aggregation (Zhu et al., 2017). On the one
hand, in security mechanisms, sensor nodes must encrypt their data and
send it securely to the base station (BS), so that intermediate nodes
cannot access their content. Then, BS receives and decrypts the data
packets to access the original data (Bhushan and Sahoo, 2020). On
2

the other hand, in data aggregation methods, aggregator nodes must
execute data aggregation operations on raw data to obtain the aggre-
gated data and send it to BS. Therefore, in designing WSN protocols,
security and data aggregation must be efficiently combined so that the
data aggregation process can be implemented without compromising
security. Simultaneous access to security and data aggregation has been
led researchers to focus on secure data aggregation (SDA) methods.
It is an important challenge to design appropriate SDA methods that
befit for wireless sensor networks. In data aggregation mechanisms,
security means protecting aggregated data against any unauthorized
alterations (Shah and Shukla, 2012; Liu et al., 2019).

Today, some researches have been done in this area because secure
data aggregation is a very important concept. However, our studies
show that there are few review papers in this area. As a result, it
is necessary to do further researches on the SDA field to determine
its challenges and future research directions. Table 1 summarizes a
number of review papers related to the SDA methods in WSNs. Most
review papers focused on the structure of secure data aggregation
schemes, i.e. network topology, data aggregation operations, and cryp-
tography techniques. Whereas, the main purpose of this survey is to
provide a comprehensive perspective so that researchers can answer
the question: “How can they design appropriate secure data aggregation
schemes in WSN?” In this paper, we provide a detailed classification of
SDA methods. Our proposed classification is as follows:

• Network models in SDA schemes (i.e. homogeneous, heteroge-
neous)

• Network topologies in SDA methods (i.e. hierarchical (cluster-
based), flat, tree-based, and tree-cluster based)

• Key cryptography techniques in SDA schemes (i.e. symmetric key
cryptography, asymmetric key cryptography, hybrid key cryptog-
raphy)

• Encryption schemes in SDA methods (i.e. hop-by-hop encryption
and end-to-end encryption)

• Types of SDA schemes based on application (i.e. low-risk applica-
tions and high-risk applications)

• Authentication mechanisms in SDA methods (i.e. end-to-end au-
thentication and hop-by-hop authentication)

• Types of SDA schemes based on data recovery ability (i.e. recov-
erable SDA schemes and unrecoverable SDA schemes)

In Table 2, our review paper has been compared with previous review
papers.

In the following, our major contributions are summarized:

• First, we define the most important security requirements in
WSNs and illustrate the most common attacks in these networks.

• Then, we describe secure data aggregation and its evaluation
scales and present our proposed classification.

• Next, we select the state-of-the-art SDA schemes and review
them based on our proposed classification and focus on their
weaknesses and strengths.

• Finally, we evaluate what security requirements have been ad-
dressed by these methods. Then, we introduce their security
solution to counteract attacks that threaten these security require-
ments.

We believe that this review paper helps researchers to realize the
security level, strengths, and weaknesses of the SDA methods. Discov-
ering challenges related to secure data aggregation helps scholars to
know the future research directions. Therefore, researchers can use this
knowledge to address existing problems.

In the following, the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 de-
scribes some security requirements and introduces the most common
attacks in WSNs. In Section 3, the data aggregation process is defined.
In this section, we focus particularly on secure data aggregation meth-
ods, and their evaluation scales and present our proposed classification.
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Fig. 2. IIoT applications.
Fig. 3. Most important security requirements in WSNs.

Section 4 presents several SDA schemes and analyzes their strengths,
weaknesses, and security status. Section 5 discusses SDA schemes gen-
erally. Section 6 demonstrates the most important challenges and open
issues in the secure data aggregation schemes. Finally, in Section 7, the
conclusion is stated.

2. Security requirements

In wireless sensor networks, data packets must be exchanged
through valid sensor nodes. We know that communication channels
are wireless in WSNs. Therefore, data exchanged between the sensor
nodes may be corrupted due to data loss, data interference, or sabotage
performed by the attacker. To protect data packets against various
attacks, it is necessary to take into account the security requirements
in WSNs (Stavroulakis and Stamp, 2010; Di Pietro et al., 2014). In the
following, we introduce the most important security requirements in
these networks. These security requirements are illustrated in Fig. 3.
Also, we define the most common attacks in WSNs.

• Availability: This means that the information and services pro-
vided by the network must always be available (Penttinen, 2016).

• Data confidentiality: It protects sensitive information so that
invalid nodes cannot access this information. When data packets
are exchanged between sensor nodes or between the base station
3

and sensor nodes, data confidentiality ensures that their contents
are not disclosed in the network environment (Penttinen, 2016;
Oreku and Pazynyuk, 2016).

• Data integrity: This prevents any changes in the information
exchanged during the data transmission process (Di Pietro et al.,
2014).

• Access control: This means that sensor nodes must be authenti-
cated before accessing the network (Di Pietro et al., 2014).

• Authentication: It allows the receiver to verify the validity of
the sender node. If an authentication mechanism is designed
correctly, then only valid nodes receive messages transmitted on
the network. The authentication process protects the network
against various attacks and is known as the initial defense step
against attackers (Di Pietro et al., 2014; Conti, 2015)

• Data freshness: This ensures that the data packets are new, and
old data packets are not replayed (Di Pietro et al., 2014; Liu and
Ning, 2007).

• Non-repudiation: This means that senor nodes cannot deny their
participation in communication. Non-repudiation is related to the
two communication parts (i.e. the source and destination) and
proves that a valid node sends/receives data packets (Stavroulakis
and Stamp, 2010; Conti, 2015).

• Privacy: This means that the personal data of one sensor node
must be hidden from other sensor nodes in the network. Privacy
and data confidentiality should not be confused with each other.
Data confidentiality means hiding data from external entities
(i.e. attackers). Whereas, privacy means avoiding interference and
gathering data, which is not permitted to access (Stavroulakis and
Stamp, 2010; Di Pietro et al., 2014).

2.1. Different attacks in wireless sensor networks

Today, WSNs are targeted by many attacks. These attacks are being
complicated every day. These attacks disable network and disrupt
its normal operation through unauthorized access, hacking, revealing
secret information, altering data, or denying service. Security attacks
may be active or passive. In passive attacks, attackers misemploy in-
formation or eavesdrop on communication channels without disrupting
network performance. In contrast, attackers attempt to disrupt the
normal network operation in active attacks (see Fig. 4(a)) (Nagireddy
and Parwekar, 2019; Ni et al., 2010).

Furthermore, attacks are divided into two groups based on the
attack location: internal attacks and external attacks. In internal at-
tacks, attackers capture some sensor nodes to communicate with other
nodes through the compromised nodes, and ultimately disrupt network
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Table 1
Some review papers conducted in the SDA field.

Survey paper Description

Vinodha and
Anita (2019)

In Vinodha and Anita (2019), various secure data aggregation schemes had been
evaluated in terms of different security requirements, including data confidentiality,
data integrity, and authentication. Then, their countermeasures against some attacks
were introduced. Also, SDA methods were divided into three groups in terms of
network topology: ring topology, tree topology, and cluster topology. In addition,
SDA approaches has been categorized into two classes in terms of cryptography
techniques: hop-by-hop encryption and end-to-end encryption. In Vinodha and Anita
(2019), a comprehensive review had been performed on secure data aggregation
methods, we recommend that researchers study this survey.

Shah and
Shukla (2012)

In Shah and Shukla (2012), it had been attempted to express the relationship
between security and data aggregation process. First, the data aggregation process
had been defined generally. Then, the SDA methods were grouped according to
different views: (1) The data acquisition systems (query-based system or event-based
system), (2) Data aggregation process (one aggregator-based system or hierarchical
system). Moreover, hierarchical methods had been fallen into four groups: tree-based
methods, cluster-based methods, multi-path methods, and hybrid methods.
Furthermore, the authors introduced two types of data aggregation methods: (1)
Lossy and Lossless methods (2) Duplicate sensitive and duplicate insensitive methods.
However, the SDA schemes are classified from numerous aspects in Shah and Shukla
(2012), it does not review these groups comprehensively and accurately and only
presents a brief study in this area. It is the most important drawback of this survey.
In addition, Priyanka et al. defined different security requirements in WSNs and
introduced several attacks in these networks. Ultimately, some SDA approaches had
been also presented. This survey gives a brief review of SDA methods and does not
demonstrate their security techniques in the data aggregation process.

Liu et al.
(2019)

In Liu et al. (2019), it had been explained why it is important to apply data
aggregation methods in WSNs. Then, it describes some security issues that must be
addressed in SDA methods. Next, Liu et al. reviewed the different types of data
aggregation topologies, their characteristics, and differences. Then, they introduced
the different security strategies utilized in SDA methods. This survey is very
interesting. Studying this review paper can help researchers understand the
challenges and issues related to secure data aggregation methods.

Parmar and
Jinwala (2016)

In Parmar and Jinwala (2016), different the SDA methods were introduced. Parmer
et al. first defined the data aggregation approaches. Then, they examined their effect
on parameters such as network lifetime, delay, and accuracy. Next, various security
requirements, including data confidentiality, data integrity and data freshness were
presented. Furthermore, this survey said why it is important to take into account
security requirements in SDA methods. In this paper, several SDA methods were
evaluated and their security solutions were introduced. Finally, data aggregation
schemes are classified according to homomorphic features, and their strengths and
weaknesses were demonstrated. Studying this paper will be useful for researchers.

Ozdemir and
Xiao (2009)

In Ozdemir and Xiao (2009), several SDA schemes were reviewed. Ozdemir et al.
demonstrated some security requirements in WSNs, including data confidentiality,
data integrity, authentication, availability, and freshness. Then, they categorized
these approaches into two groups according to network topology: tree-based data
aggregation methods and cluster-based data aggregation methods. However, we
believe that these groups cannot cover all SDA schemes comprehensively. Then, the
authors grouped the SDA methods into two categories in terms of cryptography
techniques: symmetric encryption-based SDA methods and homomorphic
encryption-based SDA methods. This survey provides a brief analysis of these
methods.
Table 2
Comparison between our survey and other review papers.

Reference Network
models
(homogeneous,
heterogeneous)

Network
topologies
(hierarchical, flat,
tree-based, and
tree-cluster based)

Key
cryptography
techniques
(symmetric,
asymmetric,
hybrid)

Encryption
schemes
(hop-by-hop
and
end-to-end)

Application Authentication
mechanisms
(end-to-end
and
hop-by-hop)

Data
recovery
ability

Vinodha and
Anita (2019)

× ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ×

Shah and
Shukla (2012)

× ✓ × × × × ✓

Liu et al.
(2019)

× ✓ ✓ × × × ×

Parmar and
Jinwala (2016)

× × ✓ ✓ × × ×

Ozdemir and
Xiao (2009)

× ✓ × × × × ×

Our survey ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
4
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Fig. 4. Attack types: (a) Active attacks vs passive attacks; (b) Internal attacks vs external attacks.
performance. In contrast, external attacks are done by nodes that do not
belong to the network (Nagireddy and Parwekar, 2019; Ni et al., 2010).
See Fig. 4(b). In the following, the most common attacks on WSNs are
introduced. Table 3 summarizes these attacks.

• Black hole attack: This is an active and external attack that
threatens availability requirement. Black hole nodes claim that
they have routes with zero cost (Wazid and Das, 2017). As a
result, other nodes are encouraged to send their data packets
through these malicious nodes. In this attack, a black hole node
accesses all data packets received from other sensor nodes and
removes them (Mehetre et al., 2019; Kaushik and Sharma, 2020).
Fig. 5(a) displays a black hole attack.

• Sinkhole attack: This is an active and external attack that targets
availability requirement. It is a kind of the black hole attack.
but, its difference is that the attacker knows the position of the
sink nod. In this case, it is more dangerous and more destruc-
tive than black hole attack because the malicious node tries to
convince all sensor nodes to select it as next-hop to reach the
sink node (Rehman et al., 2019; Wazid et al., 2016). The sinkhole
node claims that this fake route has optimal parameters such as
a shorter distance to the sink node, less traffic, best link quality
and so on (Hamedheidari and Rafeh, 2013). Fig. 5(b) indicates a
sinkhole attack.

• Wormhole attack: This is an active and external attack that
threatens availability requirement. Usually, two malicious nodes
participate in this attack so that they establish a wormhole
channel between themselves (Dutta and Singh, 2019; Tamilarasi
and Santhi, 2020). Fig. 5(c) demonstrates a wormhole attack. In
wormhole tunnels, two nodes, which are actually very far apart,
claim to be very close. These attackers create a tunnel between
themselves and claim that it is an optimal route to another part
of the network to deceive other nodes. As a result, the attacker is
5

able to intercept the communications between sensor nodes, copy
data packets, and manipulate network traffic (Ahutu and El-Ocla,
2020; Dong et al., 2011).

• Selective forwarding attack: This attack is also called the gray
hole and is an active and external attack that menaces availability
requirement. The gray hole node eliminates some received data
packets selectively and forwards other data packets (Liu et al.,
2015; Fu et al., 2020). A simple version of this attack is a black
hole attack that removes all data packets (Yaseen et al., 2018).
Fig. 5(d) displays a type of selective forwarding attack. This attack
is implemented in two manners:

– Removing a special type of data packets.
– Removing data packets having a specific destination.

• Sybil attack: It is an active and external attack and can de-
struct network availability. In the Sybil attack, an attacker seizes
multiple valid identifiers in the network. If other sensor nodes
conclude that the Sybil node is their neighbor, they may select
this node as next-hop to send their data. In a particular type
of this attack, malicious nodes are arranged in a specific area
(see Fig. 6(a)). The main purpose of this attack is to send fake
data packets and ultimately disable the entire network. In another
type of this attack, malicious nodes are scattered throughout the
network, so that it is more difficult to detect this attack (see
Fig. 6(b)) (Vasudeva and Sood, 2018; Angappan et al., 2020).

• Flooding attack: An active and external attack that aims to
threaten network availability. In this attack, the malicious node
constantly sends a connection request to the target node to fill its
memory because the target node stores some information related
to this request. As a result, the sensor node cannot reply to valid
requests because its memory is full (Raymond and Midkiff, 2008;
Perrig et al., 2004). Fig. 6(c) shows a flooding attack.
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Fig. 5. Attacks related to availability: (a) Black hole attack; (b) Sinkhole attack; (c) Wormhole attack; (d) Selective forwarding attack.

Fig. 6. Attacks related to availability: (a) Sybil attack with local effect on part of the network; (b) Sybil attack with global effect on the entire network; (c) Flooding attack.
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Fig. 7. Attacks related to data confidentiality: (a) Eavesdropping attack; (b) Traffic analysis attack.
• Eavesdropping attack: This is a passive and external attack
that targets data confidentiality and privacy requirements. In this
attack, the attacker tries to find out confidential data of sensor
nodes by eavesdropping on wireless communication links. We
know that communication nature is broadcast on WSNs (Perrig
et al., 2004). Therefore, if no encryption mechanism is designed
to protect important data of sensor nodes, it is very easy to
trigger an eavesdropping attack successfully and eavesdrop on
communication links between the sensor nodes (Chen and Lou,
2015; Pongaliur and Xiao, 2013). Fig. 7(a) represents this attack.

• Traffic analysis attack: A passive and external attack that threat-
ens data confidentiality and privacy requirements. In this attack,
the attacker analyzes the activities of a sensor node (Nagireddy
and Parwekar, 2019; Ward and Younis, 2019). In this regard, the
roles of sensor nodes and their operations are discovered. In this
attack, the attacker seeks to explore traffic information, network
topology, transferred message pattern, message length, message
waiting time in buffer, and so on (Baroutis and Younis, 2016).
Fig. 7(b) displays a traffic analysis attack.

• Node replication attack: It is an active and external attack that
targets data integrity. This attack is very similar to the Sybil
attack (Anitha et al., 2020). In a Sybil attack, there is a node
having several identifiers; whereas, in the node replication attack,
the attacker copies the memory of a sensor node. Then, the
attacker can inject fake data packets into the network, remove
data packets, and transmit modified data packets. Therefore, this
attacker interferes with the network performance (Zhu et al.,
2012; Numan et al., 2020). Fig. 8(a) shows a node replication
attack.

• Packet injection attack: It is an active and internal–external
attack, and its aim is to threaten data integrity. In this attack,
attacker injects fake data packets into the network to disrupt data
transmission process. To inject fake data packets into the network,
an attacker forges valid messages on the network so that they
cannot be easily distinguished from valid data packets (Illiano
and Lupu, 2015; Zhu et al., 2007). Fig. 8(b) represents a packet
injection attack.

• Packet duplication attack: It is an active and internal–external
attack that jeopardizes data integrity requirement. In this attack,
the malicious node replicates a valid data packet and constantly
forwards it to the target node to drain its resources (memory
and battery) and disrupt network performance (Nagireddy and
Parwekar, 2019; Boubiche et al., 2020). Fig. 8(c) shows the packet
duplication attack.

• Packet alteration attack: An active and internal–external at-
tack that threatens data integrity requirement. In this attack, the
attacker alters the data packets exchanged between the sensor
7

nodes and sends the modified data packets on the network (Na-
gireddy and Parwekar, 2019; Boubiche et al., 2020). This attack
is shown in Fig. 8(d).

3. Data aggregation in wireless sensor networks

Data aggregation is a new research field that is defined as an
efficient data processing solution in large-scale WSNs (Goyal et al.,
2019). In these networks, sensor nodes may generate a very large
volume of data. Therefore, it is necessary to design efficient methods
for data processing. The data aggregation methods can remove data
redundancy, lower energy consumption, improve network lifetime, and
utilize network resources optimally in large-scale WSNs (Pourghebleh
and Navimipour, 2017; Boubiche et al., 2018). Therefore, data aggre-
gation means gathering and merging useful information in a specific
area of the network (Xiang et al., 2012; Kaur and Munjal, 2020). In the
following, data aggregation is defined scientifically:

• Data aggregation: Assume that there is a data set 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2,… ,
𝑥𝑁}, data aggregation is defined as 𝑌 = 𝐹 (𝑋) = 𝐹 (𝑥1, 𝑥2,… , 𝑥𝑁 ),
where 𝐹 is the aggregation function, 𝑌 indicates the aggregation
result, and ‖𝑌 ‖ is very smaller than ‖𝑋‖.

• In-network data aggregation: In a WSN, assume that each node
generates an initial data set 𝑋 = {𝑥1, 𝑥2,… , 𝑥𝑁}. Then, 𝑋 can be
subdivided into 𝑀 subsets i.e. {𝑋1, 𝑋2,… , 𝑋𝑀} where, 𝑀 < 𝑁 ,
𝑋1∪𝑋2∪⋯∪𝑋𝑀 = 𝑋 and 𝑋1∩𝑋2∩ ...∩𝑋𝑀 = ∅. In-network data
aggregation is defined as: 𝑌 = 𝐹 (𝑋) = 𝑓 (ℎ(𝑋1),… , ℎ(𝑋𝑀 )). In
other words, the intermediate aggregator nodes execute the data
aggregation process on a data subset. Finally, the sink node per-
forms the final data aggregation process. This method optimizes
the network lifetime and lowers the energy consumption of the
sensor nodes (Akkaya and Ari, 2007).

Fig. 9 represents a simple example to illustrate the effect of data
aggregation methods on the number of data packets transferred in a
network. In this example, sensor nodes have been arranged linearly
in the network. It is assumed that each node must transmit a data
packet to the base station. In Fig. 9(a), network does not use the data
aggregation process and the total number of transmitted data packets
is equal to 𝑁(𝑁+1)

2 . Whereas, in Fig. 9(b), the data aggregation process
is applied in the network. In this case, the total number of transmitted
data packets is equal to 𝑁 , because each node aggregates its own data
packet with the data packet received from the neighboring nodes. As
a result, the data aggregation process can reduce the number of data
packets transferred in the network (Xiang et al., 2012; Kaur and Munjal,
2020).
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Fig. 8. Attacks related to data integrity: (a) Node replication attack; (b) Packet injection attack; (c) Packet duplication attack; (d) Packet alteration attack.
Table 3
Most common attacks in wireless sensor networks.

Attacks Definition Attack type Attacker type Target

Black hole Attacker claims that it has optimal routes and
removes all data packets.

Active External Availability

Sinkhole Attacker forbids sending data packets to the sink
node.

Active External Availability

Wormhole Attacker interprets communications between
sensor nodes, duplicates the data packets, and
forwards fake data packets through a tunnel.

Active External Availability

Selective forwarding
(Gray hole)

An attacker forwards some data packets and
removes other data packets.

Active External Availability

Sybil Attacker counterfeits the node ID to send fake
data packets to the network.

Active External Availability

Flooding Attacker constantly sends the connection request
to the target node.

Active External Availability

Eavesdropping Attacker eavesdrops on communication links
between the two sensor nodes.

Passive External Data confidentiality
and privacy

Traffic analysis The attacker analyzes the activities of a sensor
node.

Active Internal Data confidentiality
and privacy

Node replication Attacker copies the memory of a sensor node. Active External Integrity

Packet injection Attacker injects fake data packets into the
network.

Active Internal–External Integrity

Packet duplication The attacker node replays old data packets on
the network.

Active Internal–External Integrity

Packet alteration The attacker node sends the modified data
packets on the network.

Active Internal–External Integrity
8
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Fig. 9. Data transmission process, (a) without data aggregation mechanism (b) using a data aggregation mechanism.
3.1. Secure data aggregation (SDA)

WSNs are developed in insecure environments and are exposed
to many attacks. Attackers may track or steal data packets that are
forwarded to the base station. As a result, providing security is very
important and challenging in designing SDA methods (Ozdemir and
Çam, 2009; Lakshmi and Deepthi, 2019). Because this security mech-
anism must be adapted to specific characteristics of WSNs. Security in
the data aggregation process means protecting the collected data and
the aggregation results against any unauthorized access (Merad Boudia
et al., 2018; Bodkhe and Tanwar, 2020).

3.1.1. Evaluation scales of secure data aggregation schemes in WSNs
In this section, we introduce some evaluation scales that are used

to determine the efficiency of a SDA method:

• Network lifetime: This scale can express the efficiency of a
secure data aggregation method. In WSNs, many attackers try
to disable the network by increasing the energy consumption of
sensor nodes. Therefore, network lifetime is a useful scale for
evaluating the performance of a SDA method against attackers.
In different researches, there are various definitions for network
lifetime. These definitions can be based on the connectivity be-
tween nodes or the percentage of alive nodes in the network as
follows:

– Connectivity-based (CB): Network lifetime represents a time
period from the start time (i.e. when the network is laun-
ched) until the first network partition occurs in the net-
work (Abdollahzadeh and Navimipour, 2016). This occurs
when one or more sensor nodes cannot communicate with
the base station.

– Percentage of alive nodes (PAN): Network lifetime indicates
the time interval from the start time until the number of
alive nodes is less than a certain threshold in the net-
work (Abdollahzadeh and Navimipour, 2016).

Moreover, network lifetime can be defined based on the three
scales, namely first node die (FND), half of the nodes die (HND),
and last node die (LND) as follows (Abdollahzadeh and Nav-
imipour, 2016):
9

– FND: Based on this scale, network lifetime is defined as a
time interval from the start time until the first node dies in
the network. In most secure data aggregation schemes, this
scale is used to express the network lifetime.

– HND: According to this scale, network lifetime is a time
interval from the start time until half of the nodes die in
the network. This scale is often used for scenarios where the
density of nodes is high, so that the nodes are close to each
other and neighboring nodes may sense similar data. In this
case, the death of a small number of nodes has no effect on
network performance.

– LND: Based on this scale, network lifetime means the time
interval from the start time until the last node dies in the
network.

• Accuracy: In SDA methods, this scale is applied to measure the
difference between the aggregated data result and the actual
value. Accuracy is an important metric for evaluating a secure
data aggregation scheme (Zhu et al., 2017). Because if the aggre-
gated data result is false, it may cause a wrong decision by the
system and lead to unpleasant results. In WSNs, attackers try to
capture some sensor nodes in the network. They use these nodes
to inject incorrect data into the network. This may cause a lot of
errors in the aggregated data result.

• Delay: In the data transmission process, the delay is defined as
the time interval since sensor nodes generate data until the base
station receives this data (Shah and Shukla, 2012; Liu et al.,
2019). A SDA method may increase the end-to-end delay because
aggregator nodes must wait a time interval, before aggregating
the data, to ensure that they have received all the data sent by the
sensor nodes. If this time interval is short, then the accuracy of
the aggregated data result will be decreased. Because some data of
sensor nodes may be lost. On the other hand, if this time interval
is long, then delay will be increased.

• Scalability: This scale indicates the ability to maintain network
performance relative to network size (Fahmy, 2020; Khan et al.,
2016). Scalability is very important in a SDA scheme, which
mainly facilitates the data transmission process in large-scale
wireless sensor networks. If a SDA scheme is not scalable, it is
often considered as an inefficient secure data aggregation method.
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Fig. 10. Our proposed classification of SDA schemes.
• Energy consumption: To increase network lifetime, secure data
aggregation methods must address energy issue because sensor
nodes have limited energy resources (Fahmy, 2020). On the other
hand, some sensor nodes, such as aggregator nodes, cluster head
nodes, nodes close to BS, etc., have more overhead than other
nodes and consume high energy. As a result, these nodes lose their
energy quickly. Therefore, a SDA scheme should balance energy
consumption in the network to extend network lifetime.

• Security: It is an important scale for evaluating SDA schemes in
wireless sensor networks (Khan et al., 2016). If some sensor nodes
are compromised in the network, they may affect the overall
network performance. Hence, network security should be ensured
when there are some compromised nodes such as cluster head
(CH) node, aggregator nodes, cluster member nodes, etc. and they
should not have any effect on the normal network operation.

3.1.2. Classification of secure data aggregation schemes in WSNs
In this section, we propose a detailed classification of SDA schemes.

This classification is as follows:

• Network models in SDA schemes (i.e. homogeneous, heteroge-
neous)

• Network topologies in SDA schemes (i.e. hierarchical (cluster-
based), flat, tree-based, and tree-cluster based)

• Key cryptography techniques in SDA methods (i.e. symmetric key
cryptography, asymmetric key cryptography, hybrid key cryptog-
raphy)

• Encryption methods in SDA schemes (hop-by-hop encryption and
end-to-end encryption)

• Types of secure data aggregation methods based on application
(i.e. low-risk application and high-risk application)

• Authentication mechanisms in SDA methods (end-to-end authen-
tication and hop-by-hop authentication)

• Types of SDA schemes based on data recovery ability (i.e. recov-
erable SDA schemes and unrecoverable SDA schemes)

In the following, our proposed classification has been illustrated in
Fig. 10.
10
Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on network model.
In our proposed classification, SDA methods are categorized into two
classes based on the network model: homogeneous and heterogeneous.
In the following, we explain these two classes:

• Homogeneous wireless sensor networks: In this model, the
sensor nodes are similar in terms of energy, processing power,
memory capacity and other hardware features (Abdollahzadeh
and Navimipour, 2016). In SDA schemes, including homogeneous
network model, selecting aggregator nodes (ANs) is a serious
challenge because all sensor nodes have limited energy. There-
fore, nodes, which have more residual energy than other nodes,
should be selected as aggregator nodes. Because aggregator nodes
require a lot of energy for data aggregation, data transmission,
encryption, decryption, data integrity confirmation, fake data
detection, and so on.

• Heterogeneous wireless sensor networks: In this model, sensor
nodes have different hardware characteristics such as energy,
memory, processing power, communication range, and so on (Ab-
dollahzadeh and Navimipour, 2016). As a result, topology control
and management as well as the deployment process in heteroge-
neous WSNs are more complex than homogeneous WSNs. In de-
signing secure data aggregation methods, whose network model is
heterogeneous; aggregator nodes should be selected from sensor
nodes with more energy and high computing power. Furthermore,
low-energy nodes are responsible for sensing the environment,
collecting data, and transmitting this data to aggregator nodes.

Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on network topol-
ogy. In our proposed classification, we categorize SDA methods based
on network topology as follows:

• Hierarchical (cluster-based) topology: In this topology, sen-
sor nodes play different roles such as cluster head (CH) node,
aggregator node (AN), and cluster member (CM) node (Rand-
hawa and Jain, 2017; Khan et al., 2016). In cluster-based SDA
schemes, the network is divided into several clusters, and each
cluster has a CH node. In these schemes, selection of CH nodes
is a very important challenge. The hierarchical topology may
include heterogeneous nodes so that there are a large number
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Fig. 11. Hierarchical (cluster-based) topology.

of low-energy sensor nodes and a small number of high-energy
nodes in the network. In the lower levels of this hierarchy, low-
energy nodes are applied. They are responsible for collecting
data and transferring it to higher levels. In addition, high-energy
nodes are used at higher levels of the hierarchy to aggregate
data and perform more complex operations such as encryption,
decryption, authentication, and so on. Generally, SDA methods,
which have hierarchical topology, include two data aggregation
processes: intra-cluster data aggregation and inter-cluster data
aggregation. The CH node manages the intra-cluster data ag-
gregation process. Hierarchical SDA schemes consume energy
efficiently and improve network lifetime. These methods are also
scalable. Therefore, they are a suitable solution for large-scale
WSNs. Furthermore, these schemes decrease network traffic and
reduce delay in the data transmission process. In this topology,
the main challenge is the energy consumption of CH nodes,
because a CH node is not only responsible for aggregating data of
its CM nodes, but also collaborates in the inter-cluster aggregation
process and must send data received from other CH nodes to the
base station. Fig. 11 displays this topology.

• Flat topology: In this topology, all sensor nodes have the same
role in the network (Randhawa and Jain, 2017; Khan et al., 2016).
In a flat-based SDA method, each sensor node is responsible for
sensing the data, aggregating its data with neighboring nodes, and
sending the data to the BS. Sensor nodes send their data to the
base station via multi-hop routes. Therefore, in these methods,
there is a lot of delay in the data transmission process. Also, in
these methods, the nodes, which are close to BS, have a lot of
traffic and high communication overhead. Hence, they consume
a lot of energy and die quickly. Therefore, in flat-based SDA
methods, energy consumption is unbalance. It reduces network
lifetime. However, these methods are simple, but they are not
scalable. Therefore, they are not suitable for large-scale wireless
sensor networks. This topology has been shown in Fig. 12.

• Tree-based topology: In SDA schemes, the simplest method is to
select a number of aggregator nodes in the network and determine
routes for sending data from sensor nodes to the BS through these
aggregator nodes. Tree-based topology is one of the most common
topologies for SDA methods in WSNs (Mehrjoo and Khunjush,
11
Fig. 12. Flat topology.

Fig. 13. Tree-based topology.

2018). In this topology, there are two types of sensor nodes:
parent nodes (aggregator nodes) and leaf nodes. In tree-based
SDA methods, an important challenge is that an aggregation tree
is created between the sensor nodes in the network, so that its root
is the BS. This aggregation tree must optimize energy consump-
tion and increase network lifetime. In these schemes, a fixed and
unique route is established between the BS and each sensor node.
Therefore, aggregator nodes consume a lot of energy consumption
and have a high communication overhead. In this topology, data
packet loss is very high because data transmission routes are
fixed. On the other hand, it reduces delay in the data transmission
process greatly because the routes are predetermined, and there
is no need to discover the route before the data transmission
process. It should be noted that tree-based topology is suitable
for low-density networks. This topology is illustrated in Fig. 13.

• Tree-cluster based topology: This topology combines both
cluster-based topology and tree-based topology (Vinodha and
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Fig. 14. Tree-cluster topology.

Anita, 2019; Liu et al., 2019). It utilizes advantages of these
topologies and reduces their drawbacks. In this topology, the
network is divided into a number of clusters and an aggregation
tree is created between CH nodes. This topology can optimize
energy consumption in the network and ensure scalability. Fig. 14
depicts tree-cluster topology.

In the following, the strengths and weaknesses of different topologies
are summarized in Table 4.

Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on key cryptography
technique. In a SDA scheme, it is very important to support data confi-
dentiality (Messai and Seba, 2016; Mustafa et al., 2018). Cryptography
is one of the mechanisms that ensures data confidentiality (Choubey
and Hashmi, 2018). Cryptography is an important research field that
utilizes complex mathematical techniques. In the proposed classifi-
cation, we categorize SDA methods into three groups based on key
cryptography technique: symmetric key cryptography, asymmetric key
cryptography, and hybrid key cryptography.

• Symmetric key cryptography: When the same key is applied
in both encryption and decryption processes, it is known as
symmetric key cryptography in which both communication parts
(i.e. sender and receiver) agree on a common secret key. Sym-
metric key cryptography is a very fast method. Furthermore, it
has a low computational overhead. Therefore, it is extensively
used in secure data aggregation for WSNs. However, this method
has a lower security than asymmetric key cryptography methods.
Some examples of symmetric key cryptography techniques are:
AES, DES, RC4, and so on.

• Asymmetric key cryptography: This method is also known as
public key cryptography technique. This technique was intro-
duced by Diffie and Hellman. In this scheme, two keys are used
in the encryption and decryption processes:

– Public keys are available to any sensor nodes on the network
and are used in the message encryption process.

– Private keys are secret and are applied in the message
decryption process.

Asymmetric key cryptography schemes provide higher security
than symmetric key cryptography schemes. However, these meth-
ods have a lot of computational overhead. In this cryptography
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scheme, the encryption and decryption processes are slower than
symmetric key cryptography method. Examples of these methods
are RSA, ECC, and so on.

• Hybrid key cryptography: Some secure data aggregation meth-
ods use both symmetric and asymmetric key cryptography tech-
niques. This improves energy consumption, computational over-
head and network security.

In the following, various key cryptography techniques are compared in
Table 5.

Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on encryption meth-
ods. In our proposed classification, we classify SDA methods into two
categories based on encryption methods:

• Hop-by-hop encryption technique: In SDA schemes, which ap-
ply hop-by-hop encryption method, the data encryption and de-
cryption processes are executed in each hop (Halak, 2018; Lindell,
2017). In this regard, each aggregator node firstly receives the
encrypted data packets, secondly decrypts them, then aggregates
these data packets, and ultimately encrypts the aggregated data
and forwards it to the next step. In this method, it is possible
for an attacker to capture the intermediate nodes and achieve
data packets. Therefore, network security is threatened in terms
of data confidentiality and privacy. Also, this encryption method
increases energy consumption in secure data aggregation schemes
and delay in the data transmission process. However, it can be
implemented easily. In Fig. 15, the hop-by-hop encryption process
is shown.

• End-to-end encryption technique: In SDA schemes, which ap-
ply this encryption technique, the data decryption process is
executed only at the base station (Halak, 2018; Lindell, 2017).
Intermediate aggregator nodes perform data aggregation oper-
ations on encrypted data without any knowledge of the data
content. Compared to the hop-by-hop encryption technique, this
method increases data security and lowers energy consumption at
intermediate nodes because it does not need to execute encryption
and decryption processes in each hop. Moreover, the end-to-
end encryption technique reduces delay in the data transmission
process. However, implementing this encryption method is more
complicated than the hop-by-hop encryption scheme. Fig. 16
demonstrates the end-to-end encryption process.

The most important features of these encryption methods are summa-
rized in Table 6.

Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on application.
To design efficient SDA methods in WSNs, it is necessary to take
into account the security requirements of an application. In the pro-
posed classification, we classify secure data aggregation schemes in two
classes based on application:

• Low-risk applications: In these applications, it is no matter to
design robust security mechanisms because security is not a very
critical requirement, meaning that modifying or losing some data
packets has no effect on the network performance. An example
is an application that collects ambient temperature. In this appli-
cation, missing some data packets is not important. In fact, there
are less likely to attack these applications. As a result, designing
complex security mechanisms with a very high-security level for
these applications only wastes resources, increases delay in the
data transmission process, and boosts energy consumption in the
network. In designing a SDA method, the first step is to protect
data confidentiality. Therefore, this security requirement should
be considered in low-risk applications. As a result, secure data
aggregation methods designed for these applications must resist
attacks such as Eavesdropping and Traffic Analysis.
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Table 4
Comparison between different topologies in SDA methods.

Network topology Strength Weakness

Hierarchical
(cluster-based) topology

Improving energy consumption, increasing network
lifetime, scalability, reducing network traffic,
lowering delay in the data transmission process

The main challenge in this network topology is high
communication overhead and the high energy
consumption in CH nodes.

Flat topology Simplicity, being suitable for small networks with
a small number of nodes

High delay in the data transmission process, high
communication overhead in the nodes, which are
close to BS, unbalanced energy consumption in
network, lowering network lifetime, low scalability

Tree-based topology Determining routes before the data transmission
process, low energy consumption, low delay in the
data transmission process

Establishing fixed routes for data transmission,
increasing packet loss rate, low scalability

Tree-cluster topology This method includes the advantages of both
hierarchical topology and tree-based topology.

This method reduces the disadvantages of both
hierarchical and tree-based topologies, but it still has
these drawbacks.
Table 5
Comparison between different key cryptography techniques in SDA methods.

Key cryptography techniques Computational overhead Delay Security

Symmetric key cryptography Low Low Low
Asymmetric key cryptography High High High
Hybrid key cryptography Low Low High
Table 6
Comparison between hop-by-hop and end-to-end encryption techniques.

Encryption techniques Security Energy consumption Delay Implementation

Hop-by-hop encryption Low High High Simple
End-to-end encryption High Low Low Complicated
Fig. 15. Hop-by-hop encryption process.
Fig. 16. End-to-end encryption process.
• High-risk applications: In these applications, network security
is very vital. For example, data protection is very important
in healthcare applications, military applications, IoT, IIoT, and
so on; and if an attacker changes data slightly, then it can be
13
very dangerous. Therefore, network designers must design robust
security mechanisms for these applications. In this case, creating
robust security mechanisms is very important and reasonable
even if they increase energy consumption and reduce network
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Table 7
Comparison of various authentication mechanisms in SDA schemes.

Authentication mechanism Computational overhead Delay Energy consumption Security

End-to-end authentication mechanism Low Low Low Low
Hop-by-hop authentication mechanism High High High High
Table 8
Comparison between recoverable SDA schemes and unrecoverable SDA schemes.

Scheme Advantage Disadvantage

Recoverable SDA scheme Accessing to all original data and performing
various aggregation operations on this data by the
base station

Increasing energy consumption and delay in
the data transmission process, low scalability,
enlarging data packet size in each hop

Unrecoverable SDA scheme Reducing data packet size, decreasing delay and
energy consumption in the data transmission
process, reducing data redundancy, scalability

The aggregation result may be incorrect.
lifetime. These applications can be attacked many times, and
attackers may corrupt the encrypted data on the network by
performing various attacks described in Section 2 so that data
packets are not rightly received by BS. Therefore, when designing
SDA schemes for high-risk applications, network designers must
consider not only data confidentiality but also other security
requirements such as data integrity, availability, authentication,
etc. In these secure data aggregation methods, it is necessary
to design appropriate authentication techniques to detect invalid
nodes in the network.

lassification of secure data aggregation schemes based on authentication
echanism. Authentication helps a sensor node to authenticate the

ource of a data packet in the network. Also, it guarantees data in-
egrity. In SDA schemes, an attacker can disrupt the data aggregation
rocess and change the aggregation result via modifying data packets
r injecting fake data packets into the network (Mishra and Turuk,
016; Yugha and Chithra, 2020). Therefore, aggregator nodes (or base
tation) must ensure that data is sent by valid nodes in the network.
oday, many authentication techniques have been proposed in WSNs
uch as digital signature, message authentication code (MAC), and so
n (Atwady and Hammoudeh, 2017; Liyanage et al., 2020b). In the
ollowing, we describe these techniques briefly:

• Digital signature: Digital signature is a robust tool that authen-
ticates messages sent on a communication channel. This method
is originated from public key cryptography. It is applied to en-
sure some security requirements, including data integrity, non-
repudiation, etc.

• Message authentication code (MAC): The purpose of the mes-
sage authentication code is to authenticate the message sent
between the receiver and the sender using a common symmetric
key to ensure data integrity.

n this survey, we classify authentication mechanisms in two groups:

• End-to-end authentication mechanism: In this technique, a
centralized authentication process is executed by the base station
to validate sender nodes of data packets. This method has low
computational overhead and energy consumption. Furthermore,
this scheme decreases end-to-end delay in the data transmission
process because other sensor nodes do not participate in the
authentication process. However, it also has a major drawback:
if an attacker captures a sensor node in the network. It can use
this node to send fake data packets to the network. Other nodes
do not know that this node is invalid. As a result, they participate
in sending fake data packets to BS. Hence, sensor nodes consume
a lot of energy and waste limited network resources.

• Hop-by-hop authentication mechanism: In this method, a de-
centralized authentication mechanism is performed by sensor
nodes in each hop, meaning that aggregator nodes participate
in the authentication process. This technique provides better
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security than the end-to-end authentication mechanism because
if a sensor node is compromised, aggregator nodes are able to
identify this node quickly. However, it increases computational
overhead and energy consumption in aggregator nodes. More-
over, the end-to-end delay is increased in the data transmission
process.

In Table 7, these authentication mechanisms have been compared with
each other.

Classification of secure data aggregation schemes based on data recovery
ability. In our proposed classification, we divide the SDA methods into
two categories based on data recovery ability:

• Recoverable SDA schemes: In this category, the data aggrega-
tion process focuses on data compression so that all sensed data
is sent to the base station. These SDA schemes have one major
advantage: the base station has access to all sensed data and
can execute any data aggregation operations on the raw data.
However, they have one fundamental drawback: enlarging data
packet size in each hop. This increases energy consumption and
end-to-end delay, and reduces network efficiency in large-scale
networks.

• Unrecoverable SDA schemes: In this category, the aggregator
nodes locally execute an aggregation function (for example, MAX,
MIN, SUM, etc.) on the data packets received from sensor nodes
and forwards the aggregated data packet to the BS. In these
methods, the base station can only access the aggregated data and
cannot retrieve the original data. This category has several advan-
tages, like reducing the data packet size, lowering the end-to-end
delay in the data transmission process, minimizing data redun-
dancy, and so on. However, these schemes have one main draw-
back: if the intermediate nodes (aggregator nodes) perform the
aggregation operations inaccurately, incorrect aggregated data
will be produced.

Table 8 lists the most important advantages and disadvantages of these
schemes.

4. Investigating several secure data aggregation methods

In this section, we introduce some SDA approaches and present
their strengths and weaknesses. Also, we describe their network model,
network topology, key cryptography method, and other features based
on the proposed classification. Next, we evaluate each SDA method in
terms of the security requirements introduced in Section 2. Finally, we
analyze their solution to counteract different attacks. Our purpose is to
determine what security requirements can be met by a SDA approach.
This helps us to understand what applications (i.e. low-risk application
or high-risk application) can apply this SDA scheme.
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Table 9
Main features of the MODA method.

Method Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) Homogeneous Tree-based Homomorphic
encryption
technique (an
asymmetric key
cryptography
scheme)

Low scalability, high
data redundancy, low
network lifetime, not
designing a mechanism
for removing duplicated
data

Using an end-to-end
encryption method and
designing a
multi-functional
aggregation scheme
4.1. MODA

Zhang et al. (2018) presented the multi-functional secure data ag-
gregation scheme (MODA). For implementing MODA, a homogeneous
WSN is applied. Furthermore, sensor nodes are arranged in a tree
topology to transmit the aggregated data to the sink node. MODA
uses the homomorphic encryption technique to provide the security
of messages exchanged between sensor nodes. It is an asymmetric key
cryptography method. MODA has five phases:

• Mapping: Each sensor node 𝑘 (where, 𝑘 = 1,… , 𝑁 and 𝑁 is
equal to the total number of sensor nodes in the network) maps
its raw data (i.e. 𝑥𝑘 ∈

(

𝑋𝐿𝐵 , 𝑋𝑈𝐵
]

, where, 𝑋𝐿𝐵 and 𝑋𝑈𝐵 are
lower boundary and upper boundary, respectively) to 𝑦𝑘 (Where,
𝑦𝑘 ∈ (0, 𝐿] and 𝐿 =

⌈

𝑋𝑈𝐵−𝑋𝐿𝐵
𝑎

⌉

, and 𝑎 is a constant value) using
a monotonic mapping function.

• Encoding: The sensor node 𝑘 transforms 𝑦𝑘 into an encoded
vector ⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑣𝑘 using a certain function. The vector ⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑣𝑘 (where, ⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑣𝑘 ∈
{0, 1}𝐿) has 𝐿 elements so that the 𝑦𝑘th element is one and its
other elements are equal to zero.

• Encryption: The sensor node 𝑘 encrypts ⃖⃖⃖⃗𝑣𝑘 using a homomorphic
encryption method and ultimately forwards it to its parent node.

• Aggregation: Upon receiving data packets from child nodes,
the parent node aggregates them. The data aggregation oper-
ation is executed directly on the encrypted data packets and
the aggregator node is unaware of their content (end-to-end
encryption).

• Decryption: Only sink node executes the decryption operation.
The sink node decrypts data packets and extracts raw data to
perform the desired operation on it.

4.1.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we state the most important strengths and weak-

nesses of MODA (Zhang et al., 2018). Moreover, we list the main
features of this method in Table 9 briefly. Its strengths are:

• In Zhang et al. (2018), an end-to-end encryption method is ap-
plied. This method does not require to encrypt/decrypt data
packets at each hop; hence, energy consumption will be reduced.

• It presents a novel idea called multi-functional aggregation in
which the sink node can extract different statistical results from
the received data packet.

In the following, we state the most important weaknesses of the MODA
scheme:

• In MODA, sensor nodes are organized in a tree topology. There-
fore, if the number of sensor nodes is increased, then it is nec-
essary to be designed a tree with high depth and branches. In
this situation, energy consumption is boosted in the sensor nodes
located in the upper levels of the aggregation tree, because these
sensor nodes must send, receive, and aggregate very high data
packets related to the sensor nodes in their subtree and die
quickly. As a result, it can be said that MODA does not guarantee
15

scalability and is not suitable for large-scale WSNs.
• The encoding phase has high data redundancy. This increases
communication overhead dramatically. Zhang et al. in Zhang
et al. (2018) presented two improved versions called RODA and
CODA. However, these optimized schemes do not achieve more
success.

• In dense WSNs, several sensor nodes may overlap with each other
and sense the same data. This wastes resources and increases
energy consumption in the network. An efficient data aggregation
method should design an appropriate mechanism for removing
duplicate data in the data aggregation process. In MODA, there
is no mechanism for detecting duplicate data. Therefore, it may
boost communication overhead and energy consumption.

• In this method, sensor nodes close to the sink node have high
communication overhead because other sensor nodes utilize these
nodes to send their data packets to the sink node. As a result, these
sensor nodes consume a lot of energy and die quickly. Therefore,
connections between the sink node and other sensor nodes may
be lost. It reduces network lifetime.

4.1.2. Evaluating the MODA method in terms of the security requirements
In this section, we evaluate MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) in terms of

the security requirements introduced in Section 2 to determine what
requirements are addressed by this method.

• Data Confidentiality: MODA presents a homomorphic encryp-
tion technique to protect data confidentiality. Sensor nodes en-
crypt their own data and then send their encrypted data packet
to the parent node. Each sensor node has a unique key. Only
the sink node is aware of these keys. As a result, even if an
attacker captures some aggregator nodes, it cannot decrypt the
data packets of other sensor nodes in the network. Overall, the
MODA method adequately ensures data confidentiality.

• Privacy: As mentioned, this scheme applies an end-to-end encryp-
tion scheme to ensure the privacy and data confidentiality.

4.1.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that MODA (Zhang et al.,

2018) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: As mentioned earlier, a homomorphic encryp-
tion technique has been designed to guarantee privacy and data
confidentiality. This scheme can help sensor nodes to protect their
secret data. An attacker cannot achieve private keys of all sensor
node to decipher their data packets. Therefore, if an attacker
eavesdrops on communication links, it only accesses encrypted
data packets, and cannot find out their content.

• Traffic analysis: The encryption process used in the MODA
method protects the network against this attack. If an attacker
analyzes network traffic, it cannot access information such as
message pattern, message length, and so on because only the sink
node is aware of the decryption keys.
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4.2. EHDA

Ullah et al. (2020) introduced the efficient healthcare data aggrega-
tion (EHDA) scheme. It utilizes the FoG server in the data aggregation
process. This scheme was presented for homogeneous WSNs. In ad-
dition, sensor nodes have been arranged in a hierarchical topology.
Sensor nodes transmit their data packets to aggregator nodes in a
single-hop manner. The aggregator node is tasked to send data packets
to the base station (FoG server) directly (single-hop manner) or through
intermediate aggregator nodes (multi-hop manner). The FoG server
extracts data from data packets and stores them in local memory.
Ultimately, the FoG server uploads data saved in its local memory into
a cloud memory at regular intervals. This method uses a symmetric key
cryptography technique to secure communication links between sensor
nodes. The EHDA scheme has three phases:

• Local data transmission phase: In this phase, a sensor node
must send its data packets to the aggregator node. For this pur-
pose, it first encrypts its data using a symmetric key. It should be
noted that the FoG server has preloaded this key into the memory
of the sensor node. Secondly, the sensor node calculates the hash
value of the encrypted data based on its key and a timestamp.
Then, the sensor node compresses the encrypted data along with
the hash value. Finally, it forwards the data packet, including its
ID, timestamp, and compressed data, to the aggregator node.

• Data packet receipt phase: In this phase, the aggregator node
receives data packets sent from its cluster member (CM) nodes
according to an algorithm called MRA (Ullah et al., 2020). Based
on this algorithm, the aggregator node first checks the timestamp
of the data packet received from a sensor node to ensure that the
data packet is new. Therefore, the aggregator node can detect and
remove old data packets. Then, the aggregator node recalculates
the hash value and compares it with the value inserted into the
data packet. If these two values are the same, the data packet
is valid, otherwise, it is deleted. Finally, the aggregator node
aggregates all received data packets, encrypts them, and finally
sends the encrypted data.

• Data extraction phase: The FoG server extracts the data received
from aggregator nodes based on an algorithm called MEA (Ullah
et al., 2020). According to this algorithm, the FoG server first
decrypts the received data packets and then decompresses them.
Then, it checks their timestamps to ensure that they are new.
Next, the FoG server recalculates the hash value and compares it
with the value inserted into the data packets. If these two values
are the same, then it verifies the data packets. Therefore, the FoG
server can extract the data and finally stores it in its memory.

.2.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we describe the most important strengths and weak-

esses of EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020). Moreover, Table 10 summarizes
he main characteristics of this method. In the following, we state its
trengths:

• In the EHDA method, sensor nodes are organized in a cluster-
based hierarchical topology. Therefore, this scheme is scalable
because the clustering process reduces energy consumption and
optimizes network lifetime.

• It presents a symmetric key cryptography technique. This tech-
nique has low computational overhead and reduces energy con-
sumption.

• It applies the end-to-end encryption technique to secure the data
transmission process. Hence, it reduces energy consumption in the
network.

• This method presents a mechanism for detecting and removing
old messages. This mechanism optimizes network performance.

n the following, the most important weaknesses of the EHDA method
16

re demonstrated:
• In large-scale WSNs, some sensor nodes may overlap with each
other and sense the same data. In EHDA, there is no mechanism
for removing data redundancy.

• In this method, the aggregator nodes close to the FoG server have
a very high communication overhead because other aggregator
nodes apply these nodes to send their data to the FoG server. As
a result, these sensor nodes have high energy consumption. EHDA
cannot balance energy consumption in the network.

4.2.2. Evaluating the EHDA method in terms of security requirements
In this section, we analyze EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. Our purpose of this
analysis is to determine what requirements are solved by this method.

• Availability: The EHDA method cannot guarantee availability. In
fact, this scheme does not present an authentication mechanism
to detect the invalid nodes. Therefore, it cannot counteract many
attacks such as black hole, sinkhole, wormhole, and selective
forwarding. However, it can deal with some attacks like Sybil and
flooding.

• Data confidentiality: This scheme utilizes a symmetric key cryp-
tography technique to secure data packets. Sensor nodes first
encrypt their data using a unique key and then send it to the
aggregator node. The decryption process of data packets is ex-
ecuted only on the FoG server, which is aware of the keys of all
sensor nodes in the network. Therefore, if an attacker captures
some sensor nodes, it cannot discover the keys of other nodes in
the network. As a result, the EHDA method can guarantee data
confidentiality and privacy.

• Data integrity: In Ullah et al. (2020), each sensor node calculates
a hash value. This value is inserted into data packet to guarantee
integrity. Upon receiving this data packet, aggregator nodes (or
FoG server) recalculate a hash value to verify the data packet and
remove the modified data packets. Therefore, it can be said that
the EHDA method ensures data integrity.

• Data freshness: In this scheme, each sensor node inserts a times-
tamp into its data packet. Thus, if an aggregator node receives
old data packets, it checks their timestamps to detect that they
are obsolete, and finally delete them.

• Privacy: As mentioned earlier, a symmetric end-to-end encryp-
tion technique is presented in Ullah et al. (2020). This technique
can guarantee privacy.

4.2.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we express the attacks that EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020)

can be able to detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware
of the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: The EHDA scheme utilizes a symmetric encryp-
tion technique to guarantee privacy and data confidentiality. As
a result, if an attacker eavesdrops on communication links, it
cannot find out the contents of data packets.

• Traffic analysis: In Ullah et al. (2020), sensor nodes encrypt
their data using a unique key. Only the FoG server knows the
encryption keys of the sensor nodes in the network. As a result,
if an attacker analyzes network traffic, it cannot threaten privacy
and data confidentiality. However, the attacker may obtain infor-
mation such as node ID, location of aggregator nodes, FoG server
location, and so on, and use this information to launch attacks
such as sinkhole, black hole, sybil, etc.

• Black hole: In this scheme, aggregator nodes may use interme-
diate aggregator nodes to send their data packets to the FoG
server. As a result, black hole nodes can persuade aggregator
nodes to send their data packets through these malicious nodes.
In the EHDA method, there is no authentication process to detect
malicious nodes in the network. Thus, this method fails against
a black hole attack. This is also true for sinkhole, wormhole, and

selective forwarding attacks.
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Table 10
Main features of the EHDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) Homogeneous Cluster-based hierarchical A symmetric key
cryptography
scheme

Not designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy, High
communication
overhead in
neighboring nodes
with the server FoG

Using an end-to-end
encryption method,
designing a
mechanism for
removing old data
packets, using a
symmetric encryption
scheme
• Sybil: Mechanisms designed in the EHDA method can prevent
such attacks. According to the MRA algorithm, each sensor node
must insert a hash value in the data packet so that the aggregator
nodes can detect fake data packets in the network. If a fake data
packet is detected, the aggregator node rejects it. As a result, the
EHDA scheme can counteract the sybil attack.

• Flooding: When aggregator nodes receive a data packet, they first
check the timestamp inserted into this data packet to determine
that it is duplicate or not. If the data packets are duplicate, the
aggregator nodes reject them. Therefore, EHDA can counteract a
flooding attack.

• Node replication: In the EHDA scheme, if such attack occurs,
the attacker only can access the secret key of the compromised
node and cannot capture other sensor nodes in the network.
Therefore, this attack has a local effect on the network. However,
it should be noted that if an aggregator node is compromised, then
the attacker could disrupt network performance via deleting or
modifying valid data packets received from other sensor nodes. If
this compromised aggregator node is close to the FoG server, then
this attack is more dangerous. In general, EHDA cannot present
an appropriate solution for detecting and isolating compromised
nodes.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: The EHDA method
can counteract this attack because each aggregator node or FoG
server can detect fake data packets or modified data packets via
checking hash value inserted into the data packet.

• Packet duplication: In EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020), if an attacker
replays the old data packets on the network, the aggregator node
or FoG server checks timestamp inserted into the data packet to
detect whether it is an outdated data packet or not.

.3. ESRDA

Zhong et al. (2018) proposed an efficient and secure recoverable
ata aggregation (ESRDA) scheme, which combines a homomorphic en-
ryption method with a signature scheme. In ESRDA, a heterogeneous
SN has been implemented. Also, the network topology includes a

luster-based hierarchical structure. Cluster member nodes communi-
ate directly with the cluster head (CH) node. CHs are tasked to verify,
ggregate, and send data packets of CM nodes to the base station. This
ethod has five phases:

• Setup phase: In this phase, the base station generates system
parameters, secret materials, and a key derivation function (KDF).
Then, the base station loads these parameters into the memory of
each sensor node.

• Private key extraction phase: When a sensor node (for example
node 𝑖) wants to join the network, the base station generates
several parameters, including a new identifier (𝐼𝐷𝑖), private key
and secret key, and loads these parameters into memory of node
𝑖. It should be noted that the secret key is only known by sensor
node 𝑖 and the base station. After setting up the network, each
cluster head node stores a list, including its CM nodes, called
𝐿𝐶𝑀𝑗 , and sends it to the base station. In addition, the BS stores
17

a list, including cluster head nodes, called LCH.
• Encryption-signature phase: When a CM node wants to transmit
its data to the CH node, it first encodes its data, then generates a
pseudo-random key and finally encrypts the encoded data using
this key. Then, this node calculates an ID-based signature using
its private key and a timestamp. Ultimately, the cluster member
node sends its data packet, including encrypted data, generated
signature, its ID, and timestamp, to the cluster head node.

• Verification-aggregation-signature phase: When a CH node re-
ceives a data packet from its CM nodes, it performs several steps:
First, the CH node searches the LCM list to determine whether
sender node is its cluster member or not. If CH does not find this
identifier in its list, then it rejects this data packet. Otherwise, in
the second step, the timestamp label is checked. If the timestamp
is valid, then the CH node authenticates the data packet using
batch signature verification. In the fourth step, if data is verified,
the CH node aggregates the received data packets. Then, the CH
node generates an ID-based signature using its private key and
a timestamp. Eventually, the CH node forwards the data packet,
including aggregated data, the generated signature, its ID, and a
timestamp, to the base station.

• Verification–decryption phase: When BS receives a data packet
from a cluster head node, it first searches the LCH list to verify
that the sender node is valid. If its ID is not in this list, the base
station rejects the data packet. Otherwise, in the next step, the
validity of the timestamps are checked. If the base station verifies
all timestamps, then BS must validate the received data via veri-
fying the batch signature. If the signature based authentication is
successful, then BS retrieves raw data using decryption keys.

4.3.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and

weaknesses of ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018). In addition, the main
characteristics of this method have been listed in Table 11. In the
following, some strengths of this method are expressed:

• The ESRDA method is scalable because sensor nodes are arranged
in a cluster-based hierarchical structure. Thus, it is suitable for
large-scale WSNs. It can reduce energy consumption and increase
network lifetime.

• It uses an end-to-end encryption technique. This technique can
reduce energy consumption, lower network delay, and improve
network security.

• In Zhong et al. (2018), BS can recover all raw data. As a result,
data aggregation operations are not limited by data aggregation
functions.

• The ESRDA method can detect fake data packets and remove
them.

Some disadvantages of the ESRDA method are:

• The ESRDA scheme has no mechanism for removing duplicate
data. This may increase energy consumption and lower the net-
work lifetime.

• In this scheme, all sensed data must be sent to the base station.
As a result, the data packet size is increased in each hop. This
reduces its scalability.
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Table 11
Most important features of the ESRDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) Heterogeneous Cluster-based hierarchical A symmetric key
cryptography
scheme

Not designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy,
increasing size of data
packets in each hop

Using an end-to-end
encryption method,
designing a
mechanism for
removing fake data
packets, recovering
all sensed data
4.3.2. Evaluating the ESRDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we assess ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) according to

the security requirements defined in Section 2. This analysis helps us
to determine what requirements have been solved by this method and
there is what strategies to guarantee them.

• Availability: In Zhong et al. (2018), each sensor node calculates
an ID-based signature and inserts it into its data packet. Upon
receiving this data packet, the receiver node (aggregator node or
base station) first checks the LCM and LCH lists to make sure that
the sender node is valid. Then, it authenticates the sender node
via verifying signature inserted into the data packet. Therefore,
only valid data packets are received and others will be removed.
In general, this method presents an appropriate authentication
process that guarantees data availability.

• Data confidentiality: This method presents a symmetric homo-
morphic encryption method that can ensure data confidentiality
successfully.

• Data integrity: In the ESRDA scheme, aggregator nodes or base
station can detect and delete fake or modified data packets via
verifying the signature inserted into the data packets. Therefore,
it can be deduced that this method ensures data integrity.

• Access control: In Zhong et al. (2018), a signature-based authen-
tication mechanism is proposed. As a result, only valid nodes par-
ticipate in the data transmission process. Therefore, the ESRDA
method guarantees access control.

• Authentication: In the ESRDA method, an authentication mech-
anism is presented to detect invalid nodes.

• Data freshness: In this scheme, each sensor node must insert a
timestamp into its data packet. Thus, it can detect and remove
old data packets.

• Non-repudiation: In the ESRDA scheme, each sensor node uses
a signature in the authentication process. Also, upon receiving
a data packet, cluster head nodes verify node ID to determine
the validity of the sender nodes. In addition, the base station
verifies the validity of CH nodes. Therefore, it can be deduced
that non-repudiation is guaranteed in ESRDA.

• Privacy: As mentioned, this scheme uses a homomorphic end-to-
end encryption technique to guarantee privacy.

.3.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we describe the attacks that ESRDA (Zhong et al.,

018) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
ecurity level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: In Zhong et al. (2018), before developing sensor
nodes in the network, the base station loads the secret materials
and the key derivation function (KDF) in their memory. There-
fore, these encryption keys are only known by the corresponding
sensor node and the base station. Sensor nodes apply this key
to encrypt their data packets on the network. Therefore, an
attacker does not have access to the encryption keys and cannot
correctly interpret the data packets exchanged on the network by
18

eavesdropping on the communication links.
• Traffic analysis: As mentioned, an attacker cannot discover en-
cryption keys of sensor nodes. As a result, it cannot be able to find
out the content of data packets exchanged in the network though
analyzing its traffic.

• Black hole, sinkhole, wormhole, and selective forwarding: In
the ESRDA scheme, when CH nodes receive data packet from a
CM node, it first checks its LCM list before processing this data
packet. As a result, the CH node can make sure that the CM node
is valid. In addition, the CH node applies the batch signature
verification to authenticate the sensor nodes. Thus, no attacker
can send fake data packets to the CH node. On the other hand,
after receiving a data packet from the CH node, the base station
first check the LCH list, and if the CH node is valid then BS uses
a signature verification method to verify this node. Therefore, in
the data transmission process, the attackers cannot send fake data
packets to the base station because it can detect malicious nodes
and rejects data packets sent by them. In general, it is deduced
that the ESRDA scheme can counteract such attacks.

• Sybil: In Zhong et al. (2018), it is impossible to occur such attack.
According to this method, if a sensor node transmits a data packet
to its CH node, it first controls the timestamp and ID of this node
to make sure that the data packet is fresh and the sensor node
is valid, respectively. Then, to validate the received data packet,
the CH node verifies the signature inserted into the data packet.
It should be noted that this signature was calculated based on a
timestamp and the secret key of the sensor node. Therefore, if the
attacker is not aware of this key, it cannot send data packets to the
CH node successfully because the CH node can detect and remove
fake data packets. There is a similar mechanism at the base station
to verify the data packet sent by CH nodes. Therefore, an attacker
cannot send a fake data packet to the base station.

• Flooding: In this scheme, if a sensor node receives duplicate data
packets, it can detect and delete these data packets by controlling
their timestamps. Therefore, ESRDA can counteract the flooding
attack.

• Node replication: An attacker can launch such attack by cap-
turing a sensor node. In Zhong et al. (2018), if a CM node is
compromised, the attacker cannot disrupt the overall network
performance. However, if a CH node is compromised, then this
malicious node can make more problems, including removing all
data packets in a cluster. However, the compromised CH node
cannot send fake data packets (by modifying data packets of CM
nodes) to the base station because it is not aware of the keys
of its cluster member node. On the other hand, if this malicious
node deletes all data packets received from other CH nodes, then
the data integrity and availability will be threatened. In Zhong
et al. (2018), the base station cannot prevent such conditions.
Compromising CH nodes that are close to the base station, is more
dangerous and can disrupt the security of the entire network.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: The ESRDA scheme has
two countermeasures against such attacks. First, when receiving
a data packet, the CH nodes (or BS) search the LCM (or LCH)
list to determine that the sender node is valid. Second, the CH
nodes (or BS) can detect modified data packets by checking the

signature inserted in them. These countermeasures guarantee that
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the ESRDA can counteract packet alteration and packet injection
attacks.

• Packet duplication: In this data aggregation method, if an at-
tacker replays an old data packet, the CH node (or BS) can
counteract this attack because it examines timestamp inserted
into the data packet to detect whether it is old or not.

.4. SDAW

Boubiche et al. (2016) introduced the secure data aggregation
atermarking-based scheme (SDAW) for homogeneous WSNs. In this
ethod, the network topology is a cluster-based hierarchical structure.

ensor nodes sense data and send it to the CH node. CH nodes aggre-
ate the received data packets and then forward the aggregated data
acket directly (single-hop) to the base station. This scheme applies a
ightweight and energy-efficient watermarking technique to secure the
etwork. The SDAW scheme has two phases:

• Intra-cluster data aggregation operations: If a CM node wants
to send its data to the CH node, it first generates a watermark
using an embedding mechanism (Boubiche et al., 2016). Then,
this watermark is inserted into the first 160 bits of the data
packet. Next, raw data is added to the remaining space of the
data packet. Then, the CM node transfers the data packet to
the CH node via neighboring nodes (in a multi-hop manner).
It should be noted that each next-hop node utilizes a detection
and verification mechanism (Boubiche et al., 2016) to verify the
accuracy of the watermark inserted into the received data packet.
Next, this sensor node calculates a new watermark, replaces this
new value with the previous watermark in the data packet, and
sends the data to a new next-hop node. This process continues
until this data packet reaches the CH node.

• Inter-cluster data aggregation operations: In this phase, the
CH nodes must execute the inter-cluster data transmission process
to send data packets received from their CM nodes directly (a
single-hop manner) to the base station. In this regard, a CH node
aggregates the data packets received from the CM nodes using an
aggregation function, then generates a watermark and inserts it
into the aggregated data packet. Next, the CH node forwards this
data packet to the base station. Upon receiving this data packet,
the base station extracts the inserted watermark and verify its
validity. If the watermark is valid, the base station extracts data
from the data packet. Otherwise, the base station rejects it.

.4.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we express the most important strengths and weak-

esses of SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016). Furthermore, the main char-
cteristics of this method have been summarized in Table 12. Some
dvantages of this method are:

• Sensor nodes are organized in a cluster-based hierarchical struc-
ture. As a result, the SDAW method is scalable. Therefore, it is an
appropriate method for large-scale WSNs.

• This scheme uses a lightweight watermarking technique to secure
the network. This technique can detect fake data packets and
isolate malicious nodes.

n the following, the major drawbacks of the SDAW method are pre-
ented:

• In this method, the CH nodes communicate directly with the base
station. Hence, if the distance between CH nodes and the base
station is long, then they consume high energy for sending data
packets to the base station. As a result, the network lifetime will
be reduced. It can also threaten scalability.

• This scheme has a high memory overhead due to using a water-
marking technique.

• SDAW increases delay and energy consumption in the data trans-
mission process due to generating and verifying watermarks in
each hop.
19
4.4.2. Evaluating the SDAW scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) based on

the security requirements defined in Section 2. This analysis helps us
to determine what requirements have been solved by this method and
there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: SDAW presents a lightweight watermark-
ing scheme to guarantee data confidentiality. Each sensor node
calculates a watermark that is appended to the data packet.
Attackers are not aware of watermark and cannot interpret the
content of the data packets correctly.

• Data integrity: Boubiche et al. propose an embedding mecha-
nism for calculating watermark. As a result, each sensor node
can detect and track any changes in data packets. Therefore, this
method ensures the data integrity.

• Privacy: As mentioned, the SDAW method utilizes a lightweight
watermarking scheme to protect privacy and data confidentiality.

4.4.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that SDAW (Boubiche et al.,

2016) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: In this scheme, a watermark is generated based
on several parameters, including the MAC address of a sensor
node, XOR function, and a one-way hash function. An eaves-
dropper cannot discover these parameters. Therefore, it cannot
interpret data packets exchanged in the network properly.

• Traffic analysis: If an attacker analyzes the network traffic and
is aware of the presence of a watermark in the data packet, then
it can extract the data from the data packet. This can threaten
the data confidentiality. Boubiche et al. believe that an attacker
does not have enough time to retrieve data because CH nodes are
selected periodically and the cluster-based network structure is
constantly changing. We believe that this argument is not very
accurate because a watermark is added to the first 160 bits of the
data packet, and if the attacker finds out this, then it can access
the data.

• Sybil: This attack can be counteracted in the SDAW method. Ac-
cordingly, when a sensor node forwards a data packet to another
sensor node, the receiver node can determine whether the sender
node is valid or not, because it uses a detection and verification
mechanism. Ultimately, the receiver node eliminates fake data
packets.

• Node replication: In this scheme, if a sensor node (CM node
or CH node) is captured, all its confidential information will be
revealed such as the watermark generation mechanism and so on.
An attacker can apply this compromised node to disrupt network
performance. In the SDAW scheme, there is no mechanism to
detect and remove this node from the network. As a result, the
SDAW method is very vulnerable against this attack.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: In Boubiche et al.
(2016), upon receiving a data packet, each sensor node (or base
station) first verifies the accuracy of the data packet using the
detection and verification mechanism. If the sender node is in-
valid then the received data packet will be rejected. Therefore,
the SDAW method can deal with these attacks successfully.

• Packet duplication: In the SDAW scheme, if an attacker replays
an old data packet, the sensor nodes (or base station) cannot
detect it. Thus, it cannot counteract this attack. This attack can
threaten data integrity, whereas the authors claim that their
scheme could meet this security requirement.
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Table 12
Most important features of the SDAW scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) Homogeneous Cluster-based hierarchical A lightweight
watermarking
technique

Direct communication
(single-hop) between the
CH nodes and BS, high
memory overhead, delay,
and energy consumption
due to generating and
verifying watermark

Scalability, designing
a mechanism for
detecting fake data
packets
4.5. Sign-share

Alghamdi et al. (2017) presented a secure data aggregation scheme
called sign-share for homogeneous WSNs. The network topology is a
cluster-based hierarchical structure. Each cluster has two aggregators.
Aggregator nodes transmit data packets directly (a single-hop manner)
to the base station. This scheme applies two techniques, including
cryptography and digital signature, to secure the network. Each sensor
node divides its data into several slices, then codes each slice, and
finally sends each of them to an aggregator node in the cluster. This
method includes four phases:

• Setup phase: In this phase, BS loads some system parameters,
including a key set, pseudo-random binary sequence generator,
public–private keys, and hash function into the memory of each
sensor node.

• Secret sharing-signature phase: When a sensor node wants to
forward its data to aggregator nodes, it performs several steps.
First, the sensor node codes its data. Second, it divides this data
into four slices and then encrypts each slice using its own key set.
In the next step, the sensor node calculates a digital signature
for each slice. This signature is appended to the corresponding
data slice. Finally, the sensor node sends two data slices to one
aggregator node and the other slices to another aggregator node
in the cluster.

• Aggregation phase: Upon receiving all data packets from the CM
nodes, the aggregator node aggregates the received data slices
and transmits the aggregated data to the base station.

• Verification and decryption phase: When the base station re-
ceives data packets from the aggregator node, it first authenticates
the data packets using the Boneh et al. algorithm. If the data
packets are valid, the base station extracts the encrypted data
from the data packets and decrypts them using the key set of each
sensor node. Then, it merges the data slices to achieve the initial
data.

.5.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we demonstrate the most important strengths and

eaknesses of sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017). Moreover, the main
haracteristics of this method have been summarized in Table 13. Some
dvantages of the sign-share scheme are presented as follows:

• This method has been designed for cluster-based hierarchical
networks. This improves scalability and increases the network
lifetime.

• It applies the end-to-end encryption scheme. Therefore, it reduces
energy consumption, lowers end-to-end delay, and improves net-
work security.

• In this scheme, the base station accesses all sensed data.

n the following, we present its major drawbacks:

• In this method, the aggregator nodes communicate directly with
the base station. This threatens scalability because aggregator
20

nodes consume high energy for communicating with BS.
• In Alghamdi et al. (2017), all sensed data must be sent to the
base station. In this case, the size of the data packets is increased
in each hop. It is not desirable for large-scale WSNs.

• In the Sign-share algorithm, the sensor nodes divide their data
into several slices and forward a part of these data slices to the
first aggregator node and another part to the second aggrega-
tor. As a result, in the data transmission process, if one of the
aggregator nodes loses its data for reasons such as attackers, net-
work congestion, and so on, then the data of another aggregator
node will be inefficient. This is very undesirable in large-scale
WSNs because if the base station asks the aggregator nodes to
resend their data, then it increases the communication overhead,
network congestion, and the packet loss rate (PLR).

• In the Sign-share method, authenticating sensor nodes and vali-
dating data packets is only done by the base station in a central-
ized manner.

4.5.2. Evaluating the sign-share scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we analyze Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017)

according to the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This
analysis helps us to determine what requirements have been addressed
by this method and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Availability: The Sign-share scheme can identify invalid nodes
and prevent their hostile operations in the network because it
utilizes a digital signature-based authentication mechanism. Thus,
it guarantees availability.

• Data confidentiality: In the sign-share scheme, there are two
techniques to guarantee data confidentiality: end-to-end encryp-
tion method and data slicing technique. As stated earlier, sensor
nodes first split their data. Then, each data slice is encrypted and
sent to one of the aggregator nodes. Aggregator nodes do not
decrypt the data packets received from the CM nodes and is not
aware of their encryption keys. They are tasked to aggregate the
received data packets and send the aggregated data packet to the
base station. Only the base station can decrypt the data received
from the aggregator nodes and interpret its content. Note that if
an aggregator node is captured, then the attacker node cannot
access all data slices. Also, the data slices are encrypted and the
attacker does not know the encryption keys to decrypt them. As
a result, the attacker could not be informed of the contents of the
data packets.

• Data integrity: The base station can detect the modified and
fake data packets using digital signature inserted into them. As
a result, data integrity is guaranteed.

• Access control: It ensures this security requirement using the dig-
ital signature-based authentication mechanism. Therefore, only
valid nodes participate in the data transmission process.

• Authentication: In the Sign-share method, a digital signature-
based authentication process has been proposed.

• Non-repudiation: This security requirement is met due to apply-
ing a digital signature.

• Privacy: Sign-share guarantees privacy using an end-to-end en-
cryption method and the data slicing technique.
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Table 13
Most important features of the Sign-share scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) Homogeneous Cluster-based hierarchical An asymmetric key
cryptography
scheme

Direct communication (single-hop)
between the aggregator nodes and
BS, wasting the data of one
aggregator node in case of losing
the data of another aggregator,
increasing data packet size in each
hop, high communication overhead,
using a centralized algorithm for
the authentication process

Scalability, using an
end-to-end encryption
method, recovering
all sensed data
4
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o

4.5.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that Sign-share (Alghamdi

et al., 2017) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware
of the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: If an attacker eavesdrops on communication
links, it cannot correctly infer the contents of the data packets.
This has two reasons: (1) Using the data slicing technique and
sending a part of the data slices (not all data slices) to aggre-
gator nodes. (2) Encrypting data packets. Each sensor node first
encrypts its data and then forwards the encrypted data packets
in the network. Note that secret keys have been preloaded in
memory of sensor nodes before setting up the network. Only the
base station knows the secret keys of all sensor nodes. Thus, the
attacker cannot correctly interpret data packets because it does
not access the secret keys.

• Traffic analysis: The attacker cannot discover the contents of
data packets by analyzing the network traffic. We explained its
reasons in the eavesdropping attack. In general, this scheme can
counteract this attack.

• Black hole, sinkhole, wormhole and selective forwarding:
These attacks can be detected using two techniques, including the
data slicing process and the digital signature. In this method, each
sensor node divides its data into several slices, then encrypts and
signs each slice, and finally transfers them to different aggregator
nodes in the cluster. Assume that a black hole node deceives
an aggregator node and removes its data packets. In this case,
another aggregator node transmits its data packets to BS. When BS
receives these data packets, it finds out that some data slices have
not been sent. Therefore, the base station can detect such attacks.
In addition, the digital signature inserted into data packets helps
BS to detect and isolate invalid nodes.

• Sybil: The sign-share scheme can deal with such attacks because
it uses the data slicing technique and the digital signature. How-
ever, there is a main drawback in the sign-share method: using a
centralized authentication process. Hence, the aggregator nodes
cannot detect fake data packets locally.

• Node replication, packet alteration, and packet injection:
This scheme has a suitable solution to deal with such attacks: par-
titioning data of sensor nodes and sending data slices to different
aggregator nodes in the cluster. As a result, if an aggregator node
is compromised, the attacker has access to a subset of data of the
CM nodes. Secondly, the base station has been equipped with an
authentication mechanism and can detect the modified and fake
data packets.

.6. ASSDA

Hua et al. (2018) suggested an energy-efficient adaptive slice-based
ecure data aggregation (ASSDA) scheme for homogeneous WSNs. Sen-
or nodes are organized into a tree-based topology. In this method,
symmetric key cryptography method is applied to secure the data

ransmission process in the network. Moreover, it utilizes a hop-by-hop
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ncryption technique. The ASSDA method has five phases:
• Aggregation tree construction: In this phase, an aggregation
tree is built to organize the sensor nodes in the network. Note that
the base station is located at the root of this tree. To build the
aggregation tree, the base station broadcasts an initial message
to its single-hop neighboring nodes. After receiving this mes-
sage, neighboring nodes send back a join message to the base
station. Then, the base station selects several nodes as its child
nodes based on the signal strength of messages received from
them. These nodes are known as aggregator nodes. This process
continues until all sensor nodes select their parent nodes.

• Determining the slicing number: The ASSDA method deter-
mines several rules for sending data packets by sensor nodes:

– All sensor nodes use only single-hop communications.
– Each leaf node sends its data slices to its sibling node and

the parent node.
– Each sensor node sends its data slices in a time slot.
– Sensor nodes cannot send and receive data simultaneously.

• Determining the size of each slice: In this phase, the leaf node
divides its own data into a number of slices with different sizes.
The size of each slice is calculated based on the distance between
the sender node and the receiver nodes; if the distance between
sender and receiver is short, the slice size is large. Otherwise, the
slice size is small.

• Mixing and assembling: In this phase, each leaf node encrypts
its data slices using a pairwise key shared with the receiver node.
Then, the encrypted data slices are transmitted to the sibling
node. After a certain time period, each sensor node decrypts the
received data slices using a shared pairwise key and then aggre-
gates these data slices with its own data. Finally, the aggregated
data packet is sent to the parent node.

• Aggregation: Each sensor node calculates the total number of its
data slices, then encrypts this value using a shared pairwise key,
and sends it to the aggregator node. When the aggregator node
receives all data packets from its child nodes, it decrypts them
and then aggregates the received data. Finally, the aggregation
result is sent to the base station via the aggregation tree.

.6.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we state the most important strengths and weak-

esses of ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018). Moreover, the main features of this
ethod have been listed in Table 14. In the following, some advantages

f the ASSDA scheme are presented:

• This method establishes an aggregation tree between sensor
nodes. As a result, data transmission routes have been prede-
termined. Thus, there is no need to execute the route discovery
process before sending data packets. This reduces delay.

• Using the data slicing technique maintains data privacy.
• In the data slicing process, each sensor node splits data into

several slices with different sizes. Then, large-size data slices are
transferred to near neighboring nodes and small-size data slices
are transmitted to far neighboring nodes. This balances the energy

consumption in the network.
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Table 14
Most important features of the ASSDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) Homogeneous Tree-based A symmetric key
cryptography
scheme

Using a hop-by-hop
encryption, low
scalability, high
communication
overhead, high energy
consumption,
discharging the battery
of sensor nodes close to
the base station.

Creating an aggregation
tree, guaranteeing
privacy due to applying
data slicing technique,
generating data slices
with different size
In the following, some drawbacks of the ASSDA method are mentioned:

• In this scheme, a hop-by-hop encryption technique is applied
to secure data packets. This technique boosts delay and energy
consumption in the data transmission process and provides low
security level in the network.

• In the ASSDA method, all sensed data is sent to the base station.
As a result, this threatens scalability because size of data packets
is increased in each hop.

• Sensor nodes close to the base station have high communication
overhead because they must send data packets of all sensor nodes
to the BS. Therefore, they consume high energy.

• The data slicing mechanism has several drawbacks, including
high communication overhead, large packet loss rate, high energy
consumption, and heavy network congestion.

.6.2. Evaluating the ASSDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) according to

he security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps us
o determine what requirements have been addressed by this method.

• Data confidentiality: ASSDA applies a hop-by-hop encryption
technique to ensure data confidentiality. The sensor node en-
crypts its data slices using a pairwise key shared with the receiver
node. Then, these data slices are transmitted to the receiver node.
In addition, the data slicing technique presented in this method
also guarantees data confidentiality. If an attacker captures a
sensor node, it only access a subset of data slices of other sensor
nodes.

• Privacy: The ASSDA method guarantees privacy by using a sym-
metric key cryptography technique and the data slicing method.

.6.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that ASSDA (Hua et al.,

018) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
ecurity level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: This scheme applies two techniques, including
symmetric key cryptography and data slicing to counteract this
attack. In this regard, the leaf nodes first split their own data, then
encrypt their data slices, and finally transmit them to the desired
sensor nodes. If an attacker eavesdrops on communication links,
it only can achieve a subset of encrypted data slices and cannot
interpret them correctly because it does not have access to entire
data slices as well as it is not aware of secret keys.

• Traffic analysis: ASSDA can deal with this attack. We demon-
strated some reasons for this in the eavesdropping attack. Assume
that an attacker captures a sensor node. In this case, the attacker
will only access pairwise keys shared between this node and
its neighboring nodes and can decrypt data packets exchanged
between them. However, this attacker cannot achieve the secret
keys between other nodes. As a result, this attack has a local effect
on the network.
22
4.7. OSM-EFHE

Shobana et al. (2020) introduced a SDA scheme called an opti-
mized security model using enhanced fully homomorphic encryption
(OSM-EFHE). This method has been designed for homogeneous WSNs.
The network topology is a cluster-based hierarchical network. In the
OSM-EFHE scheme, the size of the clusters is adjusted based on two
parameters, including the distance between the CH nodes and the base
station, and their energy. This data aggregation method includes four
phases:

• Clustering phase: In this phase, a fuzzy rule-based clustering
mechanism has been designed. The purpose of this mechanism
is to balance energy consumption in the network. Obviously,
CH nodes close to the base station have high communication
overhead because they must receive and aggregate data packets
from other CHs. Finally, they transmit aggregated results to the
base station. This fuzzy system has two inputs, including the
distance between the CH node and the base station, and the
energy of the CH node. Its output is the cluster radius. In this
regard, if a CH node is close to the base station and its energy is
low, then its cluster radius is very small.

• Data encryption and key generation phase: In this phase,
secret keys are generated using the DGHV public key compression
technique (Shobana et al., 2020). Aggregator nodes do not have
access to the content of the data packets because this scheme
applies the EFHE method (Shobana et al., 2020). As a result, the
data aggregation operation is performed on the encrypted data.

• Secure data aggregation and integrity checking phase: In
this phase, an algorithm has been presented to detect fake data
packets and verify data integrity. According to this algorithm,
when the intermediate nodes receive a data packet in a cluster,
they recalculate the SecMAC value and compare this value with
the SecMAC value inserted into the data packet. If these two
values are same, then data integrity is guaranteed. Aggregator
nodes execute similar operations to verify data integrity in the
inter-cluster data transmission process.

• Decryption phase: In this phase, when the base station receives
the data packets, it decrypts the data packet and retrieves the
original data.

4.7.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and

weaknesses of OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020). Furthermore, the
main features of this method have been listed in Table 15. In the
following, some advantages of the OSM-EFHE scheme are expressed:

• This method has been designed for the cluster-based hierarchical
network. Therefore, it improves network scalability and lowers
energy consumption in the network.

• In Shobana et al. (2020), CH nodes, which are close to the BS,
have small-size clusters. As a result, they consume less energy
for the intra-cluster data aggregation process. Therefore, they can
conserve more energy to do the inter-cluster data aggregation

process. This balances energy consumption in the network.
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Table 15
Most important features of the OSM-EFHE scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) Homogeneous Cluster-based
hierarchical

An asymmetric key
cryptography
scheme
(homomorphic
encryption)

Increasing the data
packet size in each hop,
not designing a
mechanism for removing
data redundancy

Scalability, adjusting
the cluster radius based
on distance and energy,
applying an end-to-end
encryption scheme
• It applies an end-to-end encryption technique that improves net-
work security and lowers energy consumption in sensor nodes.

his SDA scheme has several drawbacks:

• In the OSM-EFHE scheme, all sensed data are transferred to the
base station. Thus, the data packet size is increased in each hop.
This reduces the network scalability.

• In dense networks, sensor nodes may overlap with each other and
sense the same data. This increases communication overhead and
energy consumption in the network. This scheme does not provide
an efficient solution for this issue.

.7.2. Evaluating the OSM-EFHE scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020)

ccording to the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This
nalysis helps us to determine what requirements have been addressed
y this method and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: This scheme applies a fully homomorphic
encryption scheme called DGHV to guarantee data confidential-
ity. Sensor nodes exchange their encrypted data packet. Only the
base station executes the decryption process. Attackers cannot ac-
cess secret keys in the network and cannot interpret data packets
correctly.

• Data integrity: This scheme presents a SecMAC-based algorithm
to verify data integrity in the network.

• Access control: OSM-EFHE proposes the SecMAC-based authen-
tication mechanism and the DGHV encryption technique to guar-
antee this security requirement. As a result, invalid nodes cannot
collaborate in the data transmission process and forward fake data
packets to the network.

• Authentication: In this scheme, a message authentication mech-
anism has been presented based on the SecMAC structure to
guarantee data integrity.

• Privacy: As mentioned earlier, the OSM-EFHE scheme applies a
fully homomorphic encryption technique called DGHV. It guaran-
tees privacy.

.7.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that OSM-EFHE (Shobana

t al., 2020) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware
f the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: This scheme can counteract the eavesdropping
attack because it uses a homomorphic encryption technique.
Therefore, an attacker cannot access the content of data packets
exchanged on the network because the data packets have been
encrypted and the decryption process is only executed by the base
station.

• Traffic analysis: This attack can be counteracted via techniques
discussed in the eavesdropping attack. If a sensor node is captured
in the network, then the attacker only achieves its secret keys.
Note that the attacker cannot compromise other sensor nodes
using this node. On the other hand, only the BS has decryption
keys. As a result, the attacker cannot interpret data packets of
the compromised node in the network.
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• Sybil: The OSM-EFHE scheme includes a SecMAC-based algo-
rithm. This algorithm can detect fake data packets. As a result,
the attacker cannot launch a Sybil attack to disrupt network
performance. Based on this algorithm, each sensor node is to send
a data packet to another sensor node, it calculates a SecMAC value
and inserts it into its data packet (Refer to Shobana et al. (2020)
for more details). Then, upon receiving the data packet, the
receiver node first recalculates the SecMAC value and compares
it with the SecMAC value in the data packet. If these values are
not the same, the sensor node detects that the data packet is fake
and deletes it.

• Node replication: In this scheme, if a sensor node (CH node or
CM node) is compromised, it is impossible to detect this node or
prevent its operation in the network. However, capturing a sensor
node cannot disrupt the overall network performance (this node
can only have a local effect on the network). This is because the
compromised sensor nodes are not aware of the secret keys of the
other nodes (only the BS and corresponding node know its secret
keys). In general, it can be deduced that the OSM-EFHE method
has good resistance against this attack.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: The OSM-EFHE scheme
can counteract this attack using the SecMAC-based integrity anal-
ysis algorithm. We demonstrated this algorithm in Section 4.7.

• Packet duplication: This method cannot detect this attack. This
is a drawback because Shobana et al. claim that their scheme
can guarantee data integrity. Whereas, this attack threatens this
security requirement.

4.8. SAPDA

Goyal et al. (2020) proposed the secure authentication and pro-
tected data aggregation (SAPDA) scheme for homogeneous underwater
wireless sensor networks (UWSN). The sensor nodes are arranged in
a cluster-based hierarchical topology. Gateway nodes are tasked to
authenticate CH nodes to ensure that valid CH nodes manage the
clusters. This method has two phases: secure authentication of CH
nodes and secure data aggregation.

• Secure authentication of CH nodes: In this phase, it must be
ensured that each cluster has a valid CH node. After clustering,
CH nodes are authenticated by the gateway node (GW). In the
following, we express the authentication process according to the
algorithm introduced in Goyal et al. (2020):

– The CH node generates a secret key and creates a registra-
tion request message, which includes its ID and the ID of
the GW node.

– In the next step, it calculates a hash value based on the
request message and a timestamp, then signs this value
using its own key, and finally transmits this message to the
GW node.

– After receiving this message, the GW node decrypts it using
the public key of the CH node and extracts the request
message and timestamp. Then, the GW node recalculates a
hash value based on the request message and timestamp and
compares it with the hash value inserted into the request
message. If the two hash values are the same, the GW

verifies the validity of the CH node.
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– In the last step, the GW node sends back a reply message to
the CH node.

• Protected data aggregation: In this phase, a secure data aggre-
gation algorithm has been presented. According to this algorithm,
the GW node generates a unique symmetric key and sends it to
each sensor node in the cluster. When a sensor node wants to
send its data to the CH node, it first calculates an HMAC value
based on its own data and a timestamp. Next, the sensor node
generates an encrypted data packet, including its data, HMAC
value, and its ID, and transmits it to the CH node. The CH is tasked
to aggregate the data packets received from the CM nodes without
decrypting them. Then, it sends the aggregated data packet to the
base station. The BS decrypts this data packet using the secret
keys and checks their timestamp. If data freshness is verified,
then the base station checks data integrity using the HMAC value
inserted into the data packet. If the data packet is valid, then the
BS extracts the data; otherwise, it removes the fake data packets.

4.8.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we demonstrate the most important strengths and

weaknesses of SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020). In addition, the main fea-
tures of this method have been presented in Table 16. In the following,
some advantages of the SAPDA scheme are stated:

• In Goyal et al. (2020), the network topology is a cluster-based
hierarchical network. It improves scalability and reduces energy
consumption in the network.

• This method utilizes a symmetric end-to-end encryption tech-
nique that improves network security, conserves network re-
sources, optimizes delay in the data transmission process due to
not using encryption and decryption process in each hop.

• The SAPDA scheme can guarantee that the clusters are handled
by valid CH nodes. This enhances network security.

In the following, we express some disadvantages of the SAPDA method:

• In this method, all sensed data is forwarded to the base station.
Hence, it is not scalable because the size of the data packets are
increased in each hop.

• In Goyal et al. (2020), CM nodes are not authenticated in a
distributed manner. Therefore, a malicious node may be in a
cluster. However, the BS can detect the adversary nodes using an
HMAC-based authentication mechanism described in Section 4.8,
other sensor nodes (CH or CM nodes) cannot identify them. As
a result, sensor nodes must consume high energy to transfer
data packets, whereas it is not clear whether they are valid or
fake. This wastes network resources and increases communication
overhead.

4.8.2. Evaluating the SAPDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Availability: In this scheme, after the clustering process, the GW
node authenticates all CH nodes. Therefore, CM nodes send their
data only to the authenticated CH nodes. In general, it is impossi-
ble to manage a cluster by a malicious node. On the other hand,
the inter-cluster data transmission process is performed by trusted
CH nodes. Thus, malicious nodes cannot disrupt this process. Also,
a centralized integrity verification process is executed by BS. This
process helps BS to detect malicious nodes in the network. As a
24

result, the SAPDA method guarantees data availability.
• Data confidentiality: The GW node generates a unique key for
each sensor node and loads it into its memory. Each sensor node
only knows its own key and is not aware of the encryption keys of
other nodes in the network. The base station is tasked to decrypt
data packets and extract original data from them. If a sensor
node (CH node or CM node) is compromised in the network, the
attacker only has access to the secret key of the captured node.
The attacker cannot interpret data packets of other nodes because
it cannot achieve their key through a compromised node and
cannot disrupt the network performance. Therefore, the SAPDA
method guarantees data confidentiality.

• Data integrity: As stated in Section 4.8, this scheme has a secure
data aggregation phase to ensure data integrity. According to this
phase, whenever the sensor nodes want to forward their data
packets to the CH node, they first calculate an HMAC value using
the raw data and a timestamp. Next, they transmit the encrypted
data packets to the CH node to reach the base station. After
receiving these data packets, the base station executes two steps:
(1) Checking data freshness using timestamp inserted into these
data packets. (2) Verifying data integrity through recalculating
the HMAC values and matching them with the values inserted into
the data packets. Therefore, the base station can detect any mod-
ified data packets. Of course, this method has a major drawback:
designing a centralized data integrity verification mechanism.

• Access control: It ensures access control because only authenti-
cated CH nodes participate in the data transmission process to the
base station.

• Authentication: In this scheme, GW node is tasked to validate
CH nodes. Also, a message authentication mechanism has been
proposed in the SAPDA scheme.

• Data freshness: In Goyal et al. (2020), each sensor node in-
serts a timestamp into its data packets. Therefore, the BS can
detect old data packets. Thus, this security requirement has been
guaranteed.

• Non-repudiation: This security requirement has been met due to
applying a message authentication mechanism and validating CH
nodes described in Section 4.8.

• Privacy: As stated earlier, the SAPDA method can protect privacy
due to using a symmetric key cryptography method.

4.8.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that SAPDA (Goyal et al.,

2020) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: The SAPDA scheme can counteract this attack.
In this regard, when a CM node wants to send its data to the
CH node, it first encrypts its data packets using a symmetric key.
Then, the CM node transfers the encrypted data packet to the
CH node. Similar operations are performed in the inter-cluster
data transmission process to send data packets from a CH node
to the BS. Therefore, if an eavesdropper listens to communication
links, it cannot correctly interpret data packets exchanged on the
network because this attacker does not know the secret keys of
sensor nodes.

• Traffic analysis: This attack can be deactivated by the SAPDA
scheme. We expressed some reasons for this in the eavesdropping
attack. If an attacker captures a sensor node (CH node or CM
node) in the network, it only achieves the secret key of this
node. The compromised node can locally influence the network;
however, this can be ignored because the attacker cannot capture
other sensor nodes using this captured node and can achieve no
keys of other nodes in the network. This because each sensor node
only knows its own key. Therefore, the attacker cannot disrupt
overall network performance via this attack.
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Table 16
Most important features of the SAPDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) Homogeneous Cluster-based
hierarchical

A symmetric key
cryptography
scheme

Increasing the data
packet size in each hop,
designing a centralized
algorithm for verifying
data integrity

Scalability, applying an
end-to-end encryption
scheme, managing
clusters by valid CHs
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• Black hole, sinkhole, wormhole, and selective forwarding:
We believe that the SAPDA scheme can counteract these attacks.
Based on this scheme, CM nodes send their data to the trusted
CH nodes, which were authenticated by GW node according to
an algorithm described in Section 4.8. In the inter-cluster data
aggregation process, only the valid CH nodes can communicate
with each other. In fact, a valid CH node aggregates the data
packets received from its CM nodes and forwards the aggregated
data packet to the base station through other valid CH nodes. If
an attacker is located in this route, the CH nodes do not send any
data packet to it because the attacker has not been authenticated
by the GW node.

• Sybil: Based on the SAPDA scheme, the base station can detect
any fake data packet. When a CM node is to send its data to the
CH node, it first calculates an HMAC value using the original data
and timestamp and inserts it in the data packet. Then, the CM
node sends the encrypted data packet to the CH node. Next, the
CH node aggregates all data packets received from CM nodes and
transmits the aggregated data to the base station. BS is tasked to
decrypt and verify the data packets. It validates the data packets
by checking the HMAC value inserted in them. If a data packet
is valid, the base station extracts the data. Otherwise, the base
station rejects this data packet and the corresponding node is
considered as a malicious node. This process ensures that the
SAPDA method can neutralize the Sybil attack successfully.

• Flooding: According to this scheme, each sensor node inserts
a timestamp into its data packets. Therefore, old data packets
can be detected through checking timestamps. When BS receives
the data packets, it checks the timestamp inserted into them. If
the base station detects that a duplicate data packet has been
replayed, it takes into account the corresponding node as a ma-
licious node and isolates it in the network. This proves that the
SAPDA method can deactivate this attack. However, it should be
noted that if the timestamp checking process is performed as a
distributed manner, the malicious node is identified rapidly and
the communication overhead is reduced. Whereas, the SAPDA
method does not design a distributed process.

• Node replication: This attack can be counteracted using a similar
operation stated in the Sybil attack. Therefore, an attacker cannot
execute this attack and disrupt network performance by sending
fake data packets.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: Whenever the base
station receives a data packet, it recalculates the HMAC value
based on the original data and timestamp, and then matches it
with the HMAC value in the data packet. If these two values are
not the same, it means that the data packet has been modified or
a fake packet has been injected into the network. As a result, the
SAPDA scheme can detect these attacks.

• Packet duplication: The timestamp inserted into the data pack-
ets helps BS to detect duplicate data packets. Thus, this attack can
be counteracted by this method.

4.9. EPDA

Zhou et al. (2019) suggested an energy-efficient and privacy-
preserving data aggregation algorithm (EPDA) for homogeneous WSNs.
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Sensor nodes have been organized in a tree-based topology. The EPDA
scheme applies a symmetric key cryptography called random key
management technique to secure data packets. This method has three
phases:

• Tree establishment and optimization phase: In this phase, an
aggregation tree is established between the sensor nodes in the
network. In this tree, the number of leaf nodes is minimized to
reduce the communication overhead caused by the data slicing
process performed by leaf nodes.

• Slicing and mixing phase: In this phase, to protect data pri-
vacy, each node divides its data into several slices. Then, the
node stores one data slice. Next, it encrypts other data slices
and sends them to its neighboring nodes. After a certain time
interval, each sensor node deciphers the data slices received from
its neighboring nodes and mixes them with its own data slice.

• Aggregation phase: In this phase, sensor nodes cipher the mixed
data slices and transfers them to their parent node in the aggre-
gation tree. Then, the parent node aggregates all data received
from its child nodes. Ultimately, it encrypts and forwards the
aggregated data to the base station through the aggregation tree.

.9.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and

eaknesses of EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019). In addition, the main features
f this method have been summarized in Table 17. In the following,
ome advantages of the EPDA scheme are described:

• In Zhou et al. (2019), an aggregation tree is created between the
sensor nodes. This tree has a minimum number of leaf nodes to
reduce the communication overhead.

n the following, we demonstrate the most important disadvantages of
he EPDA scheme:

• This method applies a hop-by-hop encryption technique. It in-
creases the energy consumption and delay in the data transmis-
sion process.

• The tree creation process has a high communication overhead.
• The tree establishment process may cause an unbalanced energy

distribution between the sensor nodes because a parent node may
have many child nodes and consumes high energy, whereas other
parent node has less child nodes and consumes less energy.

• The EPDA method does not provide a solution to detect/prevent
sensing duplicate data.

.9.2. Evaluating the EPDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) according to

he security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
s to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
nd there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: In Zhou et al. (2019), a symmetric key
cryptography scheme called random key management technique
has been applied to generate a shared pairwise key between two
sensor nodes. Therefore, when a sensor node wants to transmit
its data to the destination node, it first encrypts its original
data using a pairwise key shared with the destination node and
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Table 17
Most important features of the EPDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption technique Weaknesses Strengths

EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) Homogeneous Tree-based A symmetric key
cryptography scheme
(random key
management
technique)

Applying a hop-by-hop
encryption scheme,
high communication
overhead in the tree
creation process,
unbalanced energy
distribution, not
designing a mechanism
for removing data
redundancy

Creating an aggregation
tree with minimum leaf
nodes for reducing
communication
overhead in the data
slicing process
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then forwards the encrypted data to it. This process ensures data
confidentiality because attackers cannot interpret data packets ex-
changed on the network using eavesdropping the communication
channels.

• Privacy: This scheme guarantees privacy using two techniques:
random key management technique and data slicing process.

.9.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we demonstrate the attacks that EPDA (Zhou et al.,

019) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
ecurity level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: In this scheme, if an attacker eavesdrops on the
wireless communication links, it cannot achieve data exchanged
on them because communication between source node and desti-
nation node has been secured using a random key management
technique.

• Traffic analysis: This attack has been counteracted using two
schemes: (1) Using random key management for ciphering data
packets, and (2) The data slicing process. We explained these
schemes in Section 4.9 in detail. However, if an attacker captures
a sensor node in the network, it can achieve the pairwise keys
shared between compromised node and its neighboring nodes.
This attacker can capture other nodes using the compromised
node. This is a major drawback that has not been addressed in
this scheme.

.10. RCDA

Chen et al. (2011) presented a recoverable concealed data aggre-
ation (RCDA) for cluster-based WSNs. This scheme has two versions
amely, RCDA-HOMO (for homogeneous WSNs) and RCDA-HETE (for
eterogeneous WSNs). In this scheme, the base station can retrieve
ll sensed data. In the following, both RCDA-HOMO and RCDA-HETE
ethods are described in detail.

CDA-HOMO. This scheme has four phases: setup, encryption-signat-
re, aggregation, and authentication.

• Setup phase: In this phase, the base station generates the secret
keys and the hash function and loads them into the memory of
each sensor node.

• Encryption-signature phase: In this phase, whenever a sensor
wants to send its data to the CH node, it first encrypts its data
and calculates a signature. Finally, the sensor node transmits a
data packet, including the encrypted data and digital signature,
to the CH node.

• Aggregation phase: When the CH node receives data packets
from its CM nodes, it executes the aggregation process on the
encrypted data packets and calculates an aggregated signature.
Finally, the CH node transfers the aggregated data packet to the
base station.
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• Authentication phase: After receiving the aggregated data pack-
ets, the base station authenticates them. In this regard, the BS
decrypts the aggregated data packets and then verifies them via
checking the signature inserted in them. If the data packets are
valid, the base station retrieves the original data. Otherwise, it
rejects invalid data packets.

.10.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and weak-

esses of RCDA-HOMO (Chen et al., 2011). In addition, the main fea-
ures of this method have been presented in Table 18. In the following,
ome benefits of the RCDA-HOMO scheme are stated:

• The network topology is a cluster-based hierarchical structure
that improves scalability.

• In this scheme, an end-to-end encryption technique is applied. It
enhances network security, reduces delay in the data transmission
process, and lowers energy consumption.

• In the RCDA-HOMO scheme, the base station can achieve all
sensed data. Hence, it can execute different aggregation opera-
tions on the raw data.

n the following, we state some disadvantages of RCDA-HOMO method:

• As mentioned earlier, in this scheme all sensed data is sent to the
base station. As a result, the size of the data packet is enlarged in
each hop. This can threaten network scalability.

• In the RCDA-HOMO scheme, a centralized data verification pro-
cess has been presented. As a result, only the BS can validate
sensor nodes in the network. Therefore, sensor nodes must send
all received data packets while it is not clear whether these data
packets are valid or not. This may cause high energy consumption
in the data transmission process.

CDA-HETE. This data aggregation method includes five phases:
etup, intra-cluster encryption, inter-cluster encryption, aggregation,
nd authentication.

• Setup phase: In this phase, the base station generates the secret
keys and some essential functions and loads them into the mem-
ory of sensor nodes. Also, each CM node shares a pairwise key
with its CH node.

• Intra-cluster encryption phase: In this phase, a secure commu-
nication is established between the CM nodes and their corre-
sponding CH node. When a CM node wants to send its data to
the CH node, it first encrypts its data using a pairwise key shared
with CH node, and transfers the encrypted data packets to the
CH node. Upon receiving the data packet, the CH node decrypts
it and extracts the raw data.

• Inter-cluster encryption phase: When the CH node receives all
data packets from the CM nodes, it executes the desired aggrega-
tion operation on these data packets. Next, the CH node encrypts
the aggregated data and calculates a signature. Eventually, this

aggregated data packet is transmitted to neighboring CH nodes.
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Table 18
Most important features of the RCDA-HOMO scheme.

Scheme Network model Network
topology

Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

RCDA-HOMO (Chen et al., 2011) Homogeneous Cluster-based
hierarchical

An asymmetric
key cryptography
scheme called
elliptic curve
ElGamal (EC-EG)

Enlarging data
packet size in each
hop, applying a
centralized data
verification process

Scalability, using an
end-to-end encryption
scheme, sending all
sensed data to the BS
• Aggregation phase: When a CH node receives data packets from
other CH nodes, it aggregates them. Then, the CH node encrypts
the aggregated data and calculates an aggregated signature. Even-
tually, the CH nod forwards the aggregated data packet to its
neighbors. This phase continues until data packets reach the base
station.

• Authentication phase: After receiving the aggregated data
packet, the base station must first authenticate it. Therefore, BS
decrypts the data packet and then verifies the signature inserted
in it. If the data verification process is successful, the base station
extracts the data. Otherwise, the BS rejects it.

4.10.2. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and weak-

nesses of RCDA-HETE (Chen et al., 2011). In addition, the main features
of this method have been presented in Table 19. In the following, some
advantages of the RCDA-HETE scheme are stated:

• This scheme has been designed for cluster-based hierarchical
networks. Therefore, the RCDA-HETE scheme is scalable.

• In the inter-cluster data aggregation process, CH nodes apply
the end-to-end encryption, which improves network security and
reduces delay and energy consumption.

• In this scheme, CH nodes have been tasked to execute the intra-
cluster data aggregation process. Therefore, all sensed data is not
sent to the base station. In fact, this scheme can manage the data
packet size in each hop and improves scalability.

In the following, we express the most important disadvantage of the
RCDA-HETE scheme:

• In this scheme, a centralized data verification process has been
proposed. Thus, it has low security and wastes the network re-
sources.

4.10.3. Evaluating the RCDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Availability: In the RCDA scheme, the base station authenticates
the validity of the sensor nodes by checking the digital signa-
ture inserted into the data packets. However, it is a centralized
mechanism so that sensor nodes are only verified by the base
station.

• Data confidentiality: In the RCDA-HOMO scheme, the base sta-
tion loads a private key into the memory of each sensor node.
Sensor nodes encrypt data packets using this key. Then, these data
packets are sent to the CH node. The CH node does not perform
any decryption process. It only aggregates the data packets and
then forwards the aggregated data packet to the BS in a multi-
hop manner. When the base station receives the data packets, it
decrypts them and extracts the raw data. In this process, secret
key of each sensor node is only known by the base station and
the corresponding node. Therefore, the RCDA-HOMO scheme
guarantees data confidentially. In the RCDA-HETE method, the
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base station loads a private key into the memory of each CH
node. Each CM node shares a symmetric pairwise key with the
corresponding CH node. This key is applied to secure the intra-
cluster data aggregation process. After receiving data packets, the
CH node decrypts them and executes an aggregation operation
on them. Then, the CH node encrypts the aggregated data packet
using its private key. Next, the CH node sends it to the BS in a
multi-hop manner. In fact, a CH node cannot decrypt data packet
received from other CH. It is only tasked to forward this data
packet to the BS. Only the base station is aware of the private keys
of the CH nodes. Therefore, it decrypts the received data packets
and extracts data. In general, the RCDA-HETE method guarantees
data confidentiality.

• Data Integrity: The RCDA scheme ensures data integrity because
it proposes a digital signature-based authentication mechanism.

• Access control: The proposed authentication mechanism can
guarantee access control in the network.

• Authentication: In RCDA, a centralized digital signature-based
authentication process has been designed. Please, refer to Sec-
tion 4.10.

• Non-repudiation: This security requirement is guaranteed due to
applying an appropriate authentication mechanism.

• Privacy: The RCDA ensures this security requirement. We ex-
plained some reasons for this in the data confidentiality.

4.10.4. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that RCDA (Chen et al.,

2011) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: In the RCDA-HOMO scheme, the encryption keys
have been preloaded into the memory of sensor nodes before
setting up the network. These keys are only known by the BS
and the corresponding node. In the intra-cluster data transmis-
sion process, a CM node must transfer its data to the CH node
in an encrypted form. In the inter-cluster data transmission, a
similar procedure is also executed. Only the BS knows decryption
keys and can decrypt data packets exchanged on the network.
Therefore, an attacker cannot interpret data packets through
eavesdropping the wireless communication links. Overall, the
RCDA-HOMO method can counteract this attack. On the other
hand, in the RCDA-HETE scheme, in the intra-cluster data trans-
mission process, each sensor node has a pairwise key shared with
the CH node. It is applied to secure communications between
them. Also, the BS has preloaded a private key into the memory
of each CH node to secure inter-cluster communications. It can
be deduced that in the RCDA-HETE scheme, the attackers cannot
discover the content of the data packets exchanged in the network
via listening to the communication channels.

• Traffic analysis: As stated in the eavesdropping attack, the en-
cryption techniques applied in RCDA can deactivate this attack.
In the RCDA-HOMO method, if a sensor node (CM node or CH
node) is compromised, the attacker only achieves its cipher keys
and cannot disrupt the overall network performance. On the other
hand, in the RCDA-HETE scheme, if a CM node is compromised,
it can influence the network locally. However, if a CH node is
captured, the attacker achieves all pairwise key shared with its
CM nodes and disrupts a cluster. However, it does not influence
the entire network.
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Table 19
Most important features of the RCDA-HETE scheme.

Scheme Network model Network
topology

Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

RCDA-HETE (Chen et al., 2011) Heterogeneous Cluster-based
hierarchical

A hybrid
cryptography
scheme (both
symmetric and
asymmetric key
cryptography)

Applying a
centralized data
verification process

Scalability, using
hybrid encryption (both
end-to-end and
hop-by-hop encryption),
applying a local data
aggregation process
• Black hole, sinkhole, wormhole and selective forwarding:
The RCDA scheme presents an authentication mechanism based
on the digital signature to protect the network against these
attacks. However, this is a centralized mechanism. We believe
that this mechanism cannot detect/prevent many attacks. Assume
that there is a sinkhole node in the network. This malicious node
removes all received data packets. In RCDA methods, there is no
solution to detect this malicious node.

• Sybil: In the RCDA-HOMO scheme, each sensor node uses a hash
function and its own private key to calculate a digital signature
and insert it into the data packet. When the BS receives this
data packet, its digital signature is checked to ensure that the
data is valid. If the data is verified, the base station extracts the
data. Otherwise, it rejects the data packet. This process ensures
that the RCDA-HOMO method can counteract the Sybil attack.
In the RCDA-HETE scheme, there is a similar process to validate
data packets exchanged in inter-cluster communications. How-
ever, in the intra-cluster data transmission process, there is no
mechanism to verify data packets. Therefore, a Sybil node may
threaten the performance of a cluster. However, it influences the
network performance locally. Therefore, it can be deduced that
the RCDA-HETE scheme can counteract a Sybil attack.

• Node replication, packet alteration and packet injection: This
attack can be deactivated using the digital signature-based au-
thentication process proposed in RCDA methods because this
mechanism can detect the modified and fake data packets and
remove them.

• Packet duplication: In the RCDA method, there is no solution
for detecting duplicate data packets. This is a drawback because
Chen et al. claim that their proposed scheme can guarantee data
integrity, whereas this attack threatens this security requirement.

4.11. QPPDA

Liu et al. (2020) introduced the queries privacy-preserving mech-
anism for data aggregation (QPPDA) in homogeneous WSNs. In this
scheme, the network topology is a grid structure in which the sensor
nodes are divided into a number of cells. These nodes sense data from
an environment and send it to an aggregator node. The aggregator node
has two tasks: (1) Responding to queries of the base station in a multi-
hop manner, and (2) Aggregating the data received from the sensor
nodes. In the QPPDA method, a homomorphic encryption scheme has
been applied to ensure data confidentiality. This method includes three
phases:

• Grid division phase: In this phase, the network is divided into
several cells. Each sensor node can directly communicate with
its neighboring cells. To create a grid topology, the base station
first broadcasts its spatial coordinates and the length of each cell
to all sensor nodes in the network. The QPPDA scheme proposes
a grid division algorithm to calculate the cell coordinates based
on the BS location and cell length information for each sensor
node. After determining the grid structure, an aggregator node is
selected for each cell. Then, an aggregation tree is established.
The base station is considered as the root of this tree. Next, the
cell member nodes transmit their data to the aggregator node.
Finally, aggregator nodes forward the aggregated data to the base
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station through this tree.
• Key generation phase: In this phase, a homomorphic encryption
technique is proposed to secure communication links. This tech-
nique has been originated from the elliptic curve scheme. In the
data transmission process, different keys are applied to encrypt
the data of sensor nodes. The number of private–public keys is
equal to the number of queries supported by the network.

• Query processing phase: In this phase, the base station sends a
query to the aggregator nodes. Then, they broadcast a message,
including the query type, query epoch, and response time, to their
cell member nodes. This process has four steps: (1) Data collection
step. In this step, the cell member nodes collect the sensed data
according to the received query. (2) Data encryption step. In
this step, nodes encrypt the sensed data using a homophobic
encryption technique. (3) Data aggregation step. In this step,
aggregator nodes aggregate data received from its cell member
nodes. (4) Data decryption step. In this step, the base station
decrypts the data received from the aggregator nodes.

4.11.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we introduce the most important strengths and

weaknesses of QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020). Also, Table 20 presents the
main features of this method. In the following, some advantages of the
QPPDA scheme are stated:

• In this scheme, the network topology is a hierarchical network. It
improves energy consumption and scalability in the network.

• In Liu et al. (2020), an end-to-end encryption technique has been
proposed. This technique reduces delay in the data transmission
process and improves the energy consumption in the network.

• In the grid division phase, an aggregation tree is created between
aggregator nodes. This tree is applied for sending data packets to
the base station. This means that data transmission routes have
been predetermined. This reduces the end-to-end delay in the data
transmission process.

In the following, we introduce the main weaknesses of the QPPDA
scheme:

• In this method, aggregator nodes close to the base station have
high communication overhead because they must aggregate the
data received from their cell member nodes, also aggregate the
data received from other aggregator nodes, and send this data
to the base station. As a result, they consume high energy and
die rapidly. The QPPDA method does not provide a solution to
solve this problem. After the death of these aggregator nodes,
communications between other aggregator nodes and the base
station will be disconnected and ultimately the network will be
disabled.

• In Liu et al. (2020), the key generation process has high compu-
tational overhead.

• In large-scale networks, if sensor nodes overlap with each other,
then they sense similar data. This wastes resources on the net-
work. The QPPDA scheme does not provide a solution to address
this problem.
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Table 20
Most important features of the QPPDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) Homogeneous Grid An asymmetric
cryptography
scheme (a
homomorphic
encryption
technique)

High computational
overhead, not
designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy, high
communication
overhead in
aggregator nodes
close to the BS

Scalability, using an
end-to-end encryption
scheme, creating an
aggregation tree
between aggregator
nodes
4.11.2. Evaluating the QPPDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: In this method, a homomorphic encryption
technique has been presented to guarantee data confidentiality.
In data transmission process, various keys are applied to secure
wireless communication links. Decryption keys are only known
by the base station. Therefore, an attacker cannot discover the
content of data packets through capturing sensor nodes (cell
member node or aggregator node). As a result, it ensures data
confidentiality.

• Privacy: As mentioned earlier, the homomorphic encryption
technique proposed in the QPPDA scheme can ensure privacy and
data confidentiality.

4.11.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that QPPDA (Liu et al.,

2020) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of
the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: The elliptic curve-based encryption technique
can secure messages exchanged on the network. As a result, if
an attacker listens to the communication links, it cannot inter-
pret data packets correctly. Therefore, the QPPDA scheme can
deactivate this attack.

• Traffic analysis: This attack can be counteracted via the homo-
morphic encryption technique. If an attacker captures a sensor
node in the network, it cannot disrupt the overall network perfor-
mance because it cannot achieve encryption keys of other sensor
nodes. On the other hand, it does not access the decryption keys
because they have only been saved in the BS.

4.12. LSDAR

Haseeb et al. (2020) offered the lightweight structure based data
aggregation routing (LSDAR) protocol for homogeneous WSNs. The sen-
sor nodes have been organized in a cluster-based hierarchical topology.
In this protocol, clusters have different sizes. The size of each cluster
is calculated based on the distance between CH nodes and the base
station. Clusters close to the base station have a small size whereas
clusters, which have a long distance to the BS, have a large size. In this
method, data security is ensured using the XOR encryption function.
The LSDAR method includes three phases:

• Initial topology construction: In this phase, the base station first
broadcasts an advertisement message, including its ID and loca-
tion. Upon receiving this message, each sensor node calculates its
distance to BS based on the RSSI index. This distance is used for
determining the cluster radius. In a cluster, node with the most
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energy is selected as the CH node. Next, the CH node broadcasts
an advertisement message on the network. Upon receiving this
message, ordinary sensor nodes join the nearest CH node via
sending a join message.

• Routing tree creation: In this phase, the A-star algorithm is
applied to construct a routing tree. In this tree, the best node
is selected as the next step node. In this scheme, an objective
function has been proposed to select the optimal node. This
objective function has two parameters: RSSI and the residual
energy of the desired node.

• Data security: In this phase, the base station generates 𝑡 random
keys and sends them to each CH node. If CH nodes are close
to the BS, they encrypt their data and transmit their encrypted
data packets to the BS in a single hop manner. In contrast, if the
distance between a CH node and the BS is high, it encrypts its
data using the XOR function and sends its encrypted data packet
to the BS via routing tree. Finally, the decryption operation of the
data packets is only executed by the BS.

4.12.1. Weaknesses and strengths
In this section, we present the most important strengths and weak-

nesses of LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020). Furthermore, Table 21 sum-
marizes the main features of this method. In the following, some
advantages of the LSDAR scheme are stated:

• This protocol utilizes a cluster-based hierarchical topology. Thus,
LSDAR is scalable.

• In Haseeb et al. (2020), a routing tree is created between sensor
nodes. Therefore, data transmission routes have been predeter-
mined and there is no need for discovering route before the data
transmission process. As a result, the end-to-end delay is reduced
in this process.

• In this method, the network is divided into clusters with different
sizes. This balances energy consumption on the network because
clusters close to the base station are smaller and their CH nodes
consume less energy for intra-cluster communications. As a result,
these nodes can consume more energy for the inter-cluster data
transmission process.

• In the LSDAR scheme, all sensed data is sent to the base station.
• In this method, an end-to-end encryption technique is used. In

fact, only the base station executes the decryption process. This
reduces energy consumption and delay in the data transmission
process.

In the following, we express some weaknesses of the LSDAR method:

• The LSDAR scheme cannot eliminate data redundancy.
• In this method, all sensed data is sent to the BS. Thus, the

size of the data packets is increased in each hop. This reduces
the scalability and increases the end-to-end delay in the data
transmission process.

• In the LSDAR scheme, the tree construction process is done
dynamically. This increases the communication overhead.
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Table 21
Most important features of the LSDAR scheme.

Scheme Network model Network
topology

Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) Homogeneous Cluster-based
hierarchical

A symmetric
cryptography
scheme (XOR
function)

Not designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy, high
communication
overhead, increasing
data packet size in
each hop

Scalability, designing
an aggregation tree for
sending data to BS,
using an end-to-end
encryption scheme,
sending all sensed data
to the BS, balancing
energy consumption on
the network
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4.12.2. Evaluating the LSDAR scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we analyze LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: The LSDAR protocol utilizes a symmetric
key cryptography method to ensure data security. Although this
method ensures data confidentiality, network performance may
be dropped over time because the encryption keys are fixed.
Thus, attackers can capture some sensor nodes and reveal their
encryption keys. Considering the rekeying process or improving
the encryption process can efficiently increase network security
in this scheme.

• Privacy: The LSDAR method ensures this security requirement
using the XOR-based encryption method.

4.12.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that LSDAR (Haseeb et al.,

2020) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: In this method, a symmetric encryption tech-
nique is presented to secure communication links in the data
transmission process. Each sensor node first encrypts its data and
then sends the encrypted data packet to the next-hop node. As
a result, the attacker cannot properly interpret the data packets
exchanged on the network without having the encryption keys.

• Traffic analysis: As mentioned, this attack can be counteracted
using the encryption technique presented in the LSDAR method.
However, if an attacker captures a sensor node in the network,
it can compromise all sensor nodes and reveal their encryption
keys. As a result, all network will be disabled. It can be deduced
that this method has low resilience.

.13. SDAPA

Parmar and Kadhiwala (2016) proposed the secure data aggregation
rotocol using AES (SDAPA) for homogeneous WSNs. This scheme
tilizes the AES symmetric encryption algorithm to secure the data
ggregation process. Network model is a tree-based topology. SDAPA
pplies a hop-by-hop encryption technique and includes four phases:

• Bootstrapping: In this phase, the BS loads an initial key into the
memory of the sensor nodes. This key is used to secure the key
distribution process and is removed from the memory of sensor
nodes after bootstrapping the network.

• Tree construction: In this phase, an aggregation tree is built
between the sensor nodes. The base station broadcasts a tree
beacon message to start the tree creation process. Upon receiving
this message, sensor nodes send back a tree join request message
to the BS. If a node successfully joins this tree, the base station
forwards a tree join success message to it. This process continues
until the aggregation tree is established between all sensor nodes
30

in the network.
• Key establishment: In the aggregation tree, each node creates
two keys: a pairwise key shared with its parent node and a
pairwise key shared with its grandparent node. To establish these
keys, the sensor node first transmits a key exchange message, in-
cluding a nonce value, to the parent node (or grandparent node).
Upon receiving this message, the parent node (or grandparent
node) calculates a pairwise key shared with this node. Next, the
parent node (or grandparent node) transfers its nonce value to the
sensor node for calculating this shared key.

• Data aggregation: When a sensor node wants to transmit its data,
it must perform two data transmission processes: (1) Sending
its data packets to the parent node, and (2) Sending its data
packet to the grandparent node. It should be noted that a MAC
value is calculated using the pairwise key shared with the parent
node (or grandparent node) and is inserted into the data packet.
Upon receiving the data packet, the parent node first checks
the MAC value inserted in it. If the data packet is valid, the
parent node decrypts it. Then, the parent node aggregates the
data received from the child nodes and sends the aggregated
data packets to its parent node. On the other hand, when the
grandparent node receives the data packets from the child node
and the grandchild node, it first verifies the validity of the sender
nodes using the MAC inserted in the data packets. If they are
valid, then it decrypts the data packets. The grandparent node
compares the data received from the grandchild node with the
aggregated data received from the child node. If these values
are not the same, the grandparent node rejects the data packets
and sends a warning message to the child nodes to retrieve the
data correctly. Ultimately, the parent node also removes the data
packet received from its child node to complete the data recovery
process.

.13.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we present the most important strengths and weak-

esses of SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016). Furthermore, Table 22
ummarizes the main features of this method. In the following, some
dvantages of the SDAPA scheme are introduced:

• In this method, the hop-by-hop authentication process is exe-
cuted. As a result, if there is a malicious node in the network, it
can be quickly removed from the network. This can helps sensor
nodes to conserve their resources.

• In Parmar and Kadhiwala (2016), an aggregation tree is created
between the sensor nodes in the network. Therefore, the data
transmission routes have been predetermined. Thus, it reduces the
end-to-end delay in the data transmission process.

n the following, we express some disadvantages of this method:

• In Parmar and Kadhiwala (2016), nodes close to the base station
(i.e. sensor nodes located in the upper level of the aggrega-
tion tree) consume a lot of energy because they have a high

communication overhead.
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Table 22
Most important features of the SDAPA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) Homogeneous Cluster-based A symmetric
cryptography
scheme based on
AES algorithm

High communication
overhead, low
scalability, applying a
hop-by-hop
encryption technique,
not designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy

Designing an aggregation
tree for sending data to
the BS, presenting a
hop-by-hop
authentication
mechanism
• In this scheme, each sensor node transmits its data packets to
two nodes (i.e. the parent node and the grandparent node). It
increases the communication overhead in the network.

• The SDAPA scheme applies a hop-by-hop encryption technique
that increases the end-to-end delay and energy consumption in
the data transmission process and reduces the network lifetime.

• In the dense networks, if sensor nodes overlap with each other,
then they may sense the same data. It increases data redun-
dancy and wastes resources in the network. This method does not
provide any solution for this issue.

.13.2. Evaluating the SDAPA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016)

ccording to the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This
nalysis helps us to determine what requirements have been addressed
y this method and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Availability: SDAPA proposes an authentication process based
on message authentication code (MAC) to authenticate the data
packets sent over the network. This process guarantees data avail-
ability.

• Data confidentiality: In the SDAPA scheme, a symmetric encryp-
tion technique based on the AES algorithm has been presented to
ensure data confidentiality.

• Data integrity: The MAC-based authentication mechanism guar-
antees data integrity. On the other hand, each sensor node trans-
mits its data packets to two nodes, namely parent node and
grandparent node. As a result, if an attacker modifies the data
packets, the grandparent node can detect and remove these data
packets by matching the data packets received from the child
node and the grandchild node. Therefore, this scheme guarantees
data integrity.

• Access control: Access control is guaranteed due to applying the
MAC-based authentication mechanism.

• Authentication: In the SDAPA scheme, a MAC-based authenti-
cation mechanism has been provided to authenticate the sensor
nodes.

• Data freshness: In this method, a timestamp is inserted into the
data packets. Thus, it guarantees data freshness.

• Non-repudiation: This security requirement has been guaranteed
due to the authentication mechanism and the data transmission
process presented in this scheme.

• Privacy: This security requirement has been ensured using an
AES-based encryption mechanism.

.13.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that SDAPA (Parmar and

adhiwala, 2016) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be
ware of the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: As mentioned earlier, each sensor node first
encrypts its data using an encryption key shared with the parent
node (or grandparent node). Then, it transmits the encrypted
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data packet to the parent node (or grandparent node). Therefore,
all data packets are exchanged on communication links in an
encrypted form. Thus, if an attacker listens to wireless commu-
nication channels, it cannot discover the contents of the data
packets because it does not have access to the encryption keys.
As a result, the SDAPA method can counteract this attack.

• Traffic analysis: This attack can be deactivated using the en-
cryption technique introduced in this scheme. If a sensor node
is compromised, the attacker can achieve all keys stored in its
memory, including the pairwise key shared with the parent node,
the key shared with the grandparent, the keys shared with the
child nodes, and the keys shared with the grandchild nodes. As
a result, some secret information is revealed on the network. It
should be noted that the sensor nodes use pairwise keys. Thus, the
attacker node cannot capture other nodes via the compromised
node and does not access the keys of other sensor nodes in the
network. It can be deduced that capturing a sensor node has a
local effect on the network performance and cannot threaten the
entire network.

• Black hole, sinkhole, wormhole and selective forwarding:
Each sensor node sends its encrypted data packets to two nodes,
namely parent node and grandparent node. These data packets
include a message authentication code (MAC). When the parent
node (or grandparent node) receives a data packet, it checks
the MAC value inserted into this data packet to authenticate the
sender node. On the other hand, the grandparent node can detect
any change in the data packets received from the grandchild
nodes by comparing them with the data packet received from its
child nodes. Assume that the parent node is a black hole node
and removes all data packets received from its child nodes. In
this case, the grandparent node can detect this attack because
it receives data packets from the grandchild nodes directly, and
executes a data recovery process.

• Sybil: This attack can be counteracted using the MAC-based
authentication process in the SDAPA scheme. Thus, any malicious
node cannot send fake data packets. If a node receives a data
packet, it first checks the validity of this data packet using the
MAC value inserted in it. Therefore, a Sybil node cannot launch
this attack.

• Flooding: Each sensor node can detect duplicate data packets via
checking timestamp inserted in them. Therefore, this method can
successfully deal with the flooding attack.

• Node replication: In this attack, the attacker captures a sensor
node and attempts to disrupt network performance using this
compromised node. It can locally disrupt network performance.
However, since each node sends its data packets to two nodes
(parent node and grandparent node), the grandparent node can
detect the compromised node by matching the data received from
the child node and the grandchild node. Therefore, it can be
deduced that this scheme can counteract the node replication
attack.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: In this method, each
sensor node can detect fake or modified data packets via verifying
the MAC value inserted into them. As a result, these attacks can

be deactivated by the SDAPA scheme.
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• Packet duplication: Timestamp inserted into the data packets
is an effective solution for detecting old data packets. Thus, this
method can deal with the packet duplication attack.

4.14. LIPDA

Zhao et al. (2016) introduced a lightweight and integrity-protecting
oriented data aggregation (LIPDA) scheme in homogeneous WSNs.
Sensor nodes have been arranged in a cluster-based hierarchical struc-
ture. The LIPDA method applies the additive homomorphic encryption
technique to secure the data packets. This method has six phases:

• CH selection process: Obviously, if the distance between sensor
nodes increases, then the energy consumed for sending/receiving
data packets will also increase. In this phase, a distance-based
cluster selection protocol has been proposed to balance the energy
consumption in the CH nodes. Based on this, each sensor node
calculates a probability, which indicates its chance for being CH.
This probability is based on the distance between a node and its
neighboring nodes. The received signal strength index (RSSI) is
applied to calculate the distance.

• Formation of tree-cluster network topology: In this phase, the
sink node first broadcasts a Hello message. Upon receiving this
message, each sensor node calculates its chance to be selected as
a CH. After determining the CH node, it selects the sender node of
the Hello message as its parent node. Then, the CH node replays
the Hello message to determine other CH nodes and their child
nodes. This process continues until the tree-cluster topology is
completed.

• Key generation and distribution: In this phase, the RC4 encryp-
tion algorithm is applied to secure the key distribution process.
The sink node is tasked to generate the cluster key and send
it to the corresponding CH node. CM nodes utilize this key to
encrypt their data and forward the encrypted data packets to
the CH node. It should be noted that the additive homomorphic
encryption is applied to secure the data aggregation process,
please refer to Zhao et al. (2016) for more details. The CH node
also aggregates the received data packets and sends them to the
sink node. After receiving the data packets, the sink node decrypts
them.

• Data aggregation: This phase has two steps: intra-cluster data
aggregation and inter-cluster data aggregation. In the intra-cluster
data aggregation, each sensor node frames its data into a complex
number structure, which is a combination of encrypted data and
privacy factor. Then, the sensor node sends this data packet to the
CH node. In the inter-cluster data aggregation step, the CH node
aggregates all data packets received from CM nodes and its own
data. Then, the CH node transmits the aggregated data packet to
its parent node in the aggregation tree. This process continues
until the data reaches the sink node.

• Integrity verification: When the sink node receives data packets,
it first decrypts them. As mentioned, each data packet includes
two parameters: the encrypted data and the privacy factor used
for message authentication. After decrypting the data packet, the
sink node recalculates the privacy factor and compares it with the
value inserted into the data packet. If these two values are the
same, then this data packet is verified; otherwise, it is rejected.

• Dynamic cluster adjustment: When a CH node dies, its CM
nodes cannot send their data. One solution is to adjust clusters
dynamically. In the LIPDA scheme, when a CH node has less
energy than a certain threshold, the network topology will be
reset.
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4.14.1. Weaknesses and strengths
In this section, we state the most important strengths and weak-

nesses of LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016). Furthermore, Table 23 summarizes
the main features of this method. In the following, some advantages of
the LIPDA scheme are introduced:

• This scheme applies the end-to-end encryption technique, which
improves security, reduces end-to-end delay and energy consump-
tion in the network.

• In Zhao et al. (2016), an aggregation tree is created between CH
nodes. Thus, the data transmission routes have been predeter-
mined. As a result, there is no need to discover routes between
CH nodes during transferring data packets.

• In the LIPDA scheme, a dynamic topology adjustment process is
taken into account. Thus, if the CH nodes die, communications
between the sensor nodes are not disturbed.

• This method is scalable due to applying a hierarchical topology.

In the following, we describe the most important weaknesses of the
LIPDA method:

• The LIPDA scheme does not provide any solution to eliminate
data redundancy.

• The message authentication process is only executed by the sink
node. Therefore, other sensor nodes must send all received data
packets while it is not clear whether these data packets are valid
or not. This can increase energy consumption and congestion in
the network.

4.14.2. Evaluating the LIPDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: The LIPDA encryption mechanism has two
steps: (1) RC4 encryption algorithm to protect the key distribution
process (2) Additive homomorphic encryption to protect the ag-
gregated data. All data packets are exchanged on the network in
an encrypted form. Therefore, an attacker cannot interpret them.
Thus, this scheme ensures data confidentiality.

• Data integrity: In the LIPDA method, the sink node is tasked
to check data integrity. If the sink node finds out that the data
packets have been modified, it rejects them. This is executed
via recalculating the privacy factor and comparing it with the
value inserted into the data packets. Therefore, the LIPDA scheme
guarantees data integrity.

• Authentication: In this method, the sink node performs a mes-
sage authentication process.

• Privacy: This security requirement is guaranteed using two en-
cryption algorithms, namely RC4 and additive homomorphic.

4.14.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that LIPDA (Zhao et al.,

2016) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of the
security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: This attack can be counteracted using the addi-
tive homomorphic encryption scheme and the RC4 algorithm. In
this scheme, the key distribution process is secured by the RC4
encryption. Also, all data packets are encrypted and the decryp-
tion process is only executed by the sink node. Therefore, if an
attacker eavesdrops on communication links, it cannot discover
the contents of data packets exchanged on the networks.

• Traffic analysis: There are three techniques to deal with this
attack: (1) Using the RC4 algorithm to protect keys generated,
(2) Applying the additive homomorphic encryption to encrypt

the sensed data. (3) Using a complex number structure that
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Table 23
Most important features of the LIPDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) Homogeneous Cluster-tree hierarchical A symmetric
cryptography
scheme based on
RC4 algorithm,
and an additive
homomorphic
encryption
technique

Not designing a
mechanism for
removing data
redundancy, applying
a centralized message
authentication
mechanism

Using an end-to-end
encryption technique,
selecting CH nodes
dynamically, designing
an aggregation tree for
sending data to the sink
node, scalability
includes two parameters, including the data and privacy factor.
If an attacker captures a sensor node in the network, it cannot
compromise other nodes via the captured node because attacker
cannot achieve their private keys.

• Sybil: The LIPDA scheme can deactivate this attack. An attacker
requires the private key and ID of a sensor node to inject fake data
packets into the network. However, the key distribution process
is secured by the RC4 algorithm. Therefore, it is not simple to
discover the generated keys. Also, the sink node can detect all
fake data packets by checking privacy factor.

• Node replication: In this attack, the attacker captures some
sensor nodes to disrupt the network performance. In this scheme,
each sensor node has a private key that is only known by the sink
node and the corresponding node. Therefore, it is not simple for
the attacker to capture other sensor nodes via the compromised
node. Therefore, capturing a sensor node has a local effect on the
network.

• Packet alteration and packet injection: This attack can be
counteracted because if an attacker modifies the aggregated data
packets or injects fake data packets into the network, the sink
node can detect and remove invalid data packets using the in-
tegrity verification process introduced in the LIPDA scheme.

.15. CSDA

Fang et al. (2019) suggested a cluster-based private data aggre-
ation (CSDA) scheme for homogeneous WSNs. The network model
s a tree-cluster hierarchical structure. The CSDA scheme uses the
andom pairwise key encryption technique to ensure data security. If
wo neighboring nodes share a same key, they can communicate with
ach other directly. Otherwise, they communicate with each other in a
ulti-hop manner. In this method, the data slicing technique has been

pplied to protect data privacy.

• Clustering phase: In this phase, the sensor nodes are arranged
in several clusters. To establish a cluster, each node broadcasts a
Hello message to its neighbors. Upon receiving this message, each
sensor node calculates a probability to be selected as a CH. Then,
the CH nodes rebroadcast the Hello message. In addition, non-CH
nodes send a request message to join a cluster. Eventually, the
network is clustered and an aggregation tree is created between
the CH nodes.

• Intra-cluster data aggregation phase: In this phase, a data
slicing technique is used. Assume that a cluster has 𝑚 CM nodes.
Thus, each CM node divides its data into 𝑚 slices and encrypts
𝑚 − 1 data slices using pairwise keys shared with its neighboring
nodes and sends the encrypted data packets to them. Upon receiv-
ing a data slice, each sensor node decrypts it and aggregates this
data slice with its own data. Finally, the sensor node broadcasts
the aggregated data to reach the CH node.

• Inter-cluster data aggregation phase: In this phase, the CH
node aggregates the data packets received from the CM nodes
with its data. Finally, the CH node forwards the aggregated data
packet to its parent node in the aggregation tree.
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4.15.1. Strengths and weaknesses
In this section, we demonstrate the most important strengths and

weaknesses of CSDA (Fang et al., 2019). Furthermore, Table 24 lists
the main features of this method. In the following, some advantages of
the CSDA scheme are presented:

• This method is scalable and improves energy consumption in the
network due to applying a tree-cluster hierarchical topology.

• In Fang et al. (2019), an aggregation tree is created between the
CH nodes. Therefore, the data transmission routes are predeter-
mined. This reduces end-to-end delay in the data transmission
process.

In the following, we describe some disadvantages of the CSDA method:

• In this scheme, CH nodes close to BS have high communication
overhead and consume a lot of energy.

• The CSDA scheme has high communication overhead due to
applying the data slicing technique.

• This method uses a hop-by-hop encryption technique that in-
creases energy consumption and delay in the data transmission
process.

4.15.2. Evaluating the CSDA scheme in terms of security requirements
In this section, we evaluate CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) according to

the security requirements introduced in Section 2. This analysis helps
us to determine what requirements have been addressed by this method
and there is what solutions to guarantee them.

• Data confidentiality: The CSDA scheme uses a symmetric key
cryptography method called random pairwise key to ensure data
security. If two sensor nodes can share a secret key, they can
communicate with each other directly and use this key to en-
crypt their data packets. Otherwise, they must use a path key
to communicate securely with each other. Therefore, this method
ensures data confidentiality.

• Privacy: This security requirement can be guaranteed using two
techniques: (1) Applying a random pairwise key-based encryption
method and (2) Utilizing the data slicing technique. It is not
simple for attackers to decrypt data packets because they must
capture all sensor nodes in the network to achieve the encryption
keys. On the other hand, if attackers can capture some sensor
nodes, they will only obtain a subset of original data because
each sensor node uses the data slicing technique and sends its
data slices to the different nodes.

4.15.3. Countermeasures against various attacks
In this section, we introduce the attacks that CSDA (Fang et al.,

2019) can detect and prevent. This analysis helps us to be aware of
the security level of this method.

• Eavesdropping: This attack can be counteracted because the
CSDA scheme uses a random pairwise key-based symmetric en-
cryption method to ensure security in the data transmission pro-
cess. Therefore, all data packets are exchanged on the network in

an encrypted form. As a result, an attacker cannot interpret data
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Table 24
Most important features of the CSDA scheme.

Scheme Network model Network topology Encryption
technique

Weaknesses Strengths

CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) Homogeneous Cluster-tree hierarchical A symmetric
cryptography
scheme (random
pairwise key
encryption)

High communication
overhead in sensor
nodes close to BS,
high communication
overhead due to using
data slicing technique,
using hop-by-hop
encryption scheme

Designing an aggregation
tree for sending data to
the sink node, scalability
packets through listening to the wireless communication links
because it does not access the encryption keys that the BS has
preloaded into the memory of sensor nodes.

• Traffic analysis: To deactivate this attack, two solutions have
been proposed in this method, namely the random pairwise key
technique and the data-slicing scheme. If a sensor node is compro-
mised in the network, all pairwise keys shared with its neighbor-
ing nodes will be revealed. However, the attacker node cannot
discover communications between other sensor nodes via this
node because each sensor node only knows its encryption keys.
On the other hand, each sensor node only receives a subset of data
of its neighboring nodes. Therefore, the attacker cannot access
the original data. Overall, this attack has a local effect on the
network.

. Discussion

In this section, according to the SDA schemes discussed in Sec-
ion 4, it can be deduced that key cryptography techniques are the
ost common solution to guarantee data confidentiality. Based on

he studies conducted in this paper, we found out that some SDA
ethods utilize symmetric key cryptography techniques. For example,
HDA (Ullah et al., 2020), ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018), SAPDA (Goyal
t al., 2020), EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019), LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020),
DAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016), and CSDA (Fang et al., 2019).
t should be noted that this technique has several advantages such as
ow energy consumption, simpler algorithm, less computational and
ommunication overhead. However, its security level is lower than that
n asymmetric key cryptography technique. On the other hand, some
DA schemes like MODA (Zhang et al., 2018), Sign-share (Alghamdi
t al., 2017), OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020), RCDA-HOMO (Chen
t al., 2011), and QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020), also apply asymmetric
ey cryptography techniques to secure data packets. Compared to sym-
etric key cryptography technique, this technique provides a robust

ecurity level. However, it has high energy consumption and more
omputational and communication overhead. Hence, this technique is
ot suitable for WSNs with limited resources. In addition, some SDA
pproaches use hybrid key cryptography techniques (i.e. both sym-
etric and asymmetric methods) to secure data packets. For example,
SRDA (Zhong et al., 2018), RCDA-HETE (Chen et al., 2011), and
IPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) schemes. They seek to take advantage of both
ymmetric and asymmetric key cryptography techniques and reduce
heir disadvantages. In Table 25, the SDA methods are compared in
erms of the key cryptography technique.

Obviously, designing security mechanisms reduces network lifetime
ecause they increase energy consumption in WSN. For this reason,
esearchers are trying to make a tradeoff between security and network
ifetime. To improve network lifetime in WSNs, one solution is to use

suitable topology to organize sensor nodes in the network. For this
eason, most researchers apply hierarchical (cluster-based) topology
n SDA schemes, such as EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020), ESRDA (Zhong
t al., 2018), SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016), Sign-share (Alghamdi
t al., 2017), OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020), SAPDA (Goyal et al.,
34

020), RCDA (Chen et al., 2011), LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020), and
SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016). In this topology, the energy
consumption of cluster member nodes is drastically reduced. Because
they send their data only to the CH node, which is in a short distance
from them. On the other hand, CH nodes are responsible for aggre-
gating data packets received from cluster member nodes and sending
the aggregated data to the BS. However, CH nodes have high overhead
and die quickly. In RCDA-HETE (Chen et al., 2011), the network
model is heterogeneous and CH nodes are selected from sensor nodes
with more energy and higher processing power. This scheme presents
promising results. High-energy nodes have more robust hardware than
other nodes. Hence, they are expensive and their number is less than
other nodes in the network. Therefore, a serious research challenge
is to determine accurate and appropriate location of these nodes so
that other nodes can access them. It should be noted that hierarchical
networks have poor performance for dynamic environments, which in-
clude mobile sensor nodes; Because the network topology is constantly
changing. Therefore, a future research direction is to propose SDA
schemes for dynamic environments. Based on our studies in this survey,
some secure data aggregation methods such as MODA (Zhang et al.,
2018), ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018), and EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019), use
tree-based topology to organize sensor nodes in the network. The main
drawback of this topology is its low scalability. In this topology, fixed
routes are used to transmit data. This can increase the packet loss rate.
In SDA schemes, an attractive idea is to use a hybrid tree-cluster-based
topology, which decreases the drawbacks of both tree-based topology
and cluster-based topology. LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) and CSDA (Fang
et al., 2019) have used tree-cluster based topology. In Tables 26 and 27,
secure data aggregation schemes are classified according to the network
model and network topology, respectively.

In SDA methods, encryption technique also has a critical effect
on network performance and efficiency in terms of energy consump-
tion, delay, etc. According to our studies in this paper, most secure
data aggregation schemes apply the end-to-end encryption method.
For example MODA (Zhang et al., 2018), EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020),
ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018), Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017), OSM-
EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020), SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020), RCDA-
HOMO (Chen et al., 2011), QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020), LSDAR (Haseeb
et al., 2020), and LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016). In these methods, the
most important advantage is that they can efficiently protect privacy.
Because the intermediate nodes cannot access the contents of the data
packets of other nodes in the network; and the data aggregation process
is performed on the encrypted data. The end-to-end encryption also
has other benefits such as enhancing security and reducing delay in
the data transmission process and reducing energy consumption of
sensor nodes. Whereas, ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018), EPDA (Zhou et al.,
2019), SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016), CSDA (Fang et al.,
2019) schemes have used the hop-by-hop encryption, which has a weak
performance in protecting privacy and data confidentiality. Because,
the encryption and decryption processes of data is executed at each
hop in these methods. As a result, the intermediate nodes are informed
about the contents of the data packets of other nodes in the network.
Therefore, if the intermediate nodes are compromised, the data of other
sensor nodes will also be revealed. In Table 28, SDA schemes are

compared in terms of encryption technique.
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Table 25
Classification of SDA schemes based on key cryptography technique.

Number SDA scheme Symmetric key cryptography Asymmetric key cryptography

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × ✓

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) × ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) ✓ ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × ✓

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ×

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) ✓ ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO × ✓

RCDA-HETE × ×

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × ✓

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ×

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) ✓ ×

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) ✓ ×
Table 26
Classification of SDA schemes based on network model.

Number SDA scheme Homogeneous Heterogeneous

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) ✓ ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) ✓ ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ×

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) ✓ ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) ✓ ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ×

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) ✓ ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO ✓ ×
RCDA-HETE × ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) ✓ ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ×

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) ✓ ×

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) ✓ ×
Table 27
Comparison of SDA schemes in terms of network topology.

Number SDA scheme Flat topology Cluster-based topology Tree-based topology Tree-cluster based topology

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × × ✓ ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) × ✓ × ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) × ✓ × ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ✓ × ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) × ✓ × ×

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × × ✓ ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × ✓ × ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) × ✓ × ×

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × × ✓ ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO × ✓ × ×
RCDA-HETE × ✓ × ×

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × × × ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) × ✓ × ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) × ✓ × ×

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × × × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × × × ✓
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Table 28
Classification of SDA schemes based on encryption technique.

Number SDA scheme End-to-end encryption Hop-by-hop encryption

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) ✓ ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ×

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × ✓

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) ✓ ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ×

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × ✓

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO ✓ ×
RCDA-HETE ✓ ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) ✓ ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) × ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) ✓ ×

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × ✓
Table 29
Comparison of different SDA schemes in terms of security requirements.

Number Scheme Security requirements

Availability Data
confiden-
tiality

Data integrity Access
control

Authentica-
tion

Data
freshness

Non-
repudiation

Privacy

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × ✓ × × × × × ✓

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) × ✓ ✓ × × ✓ × ✓

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ✓ ✓ × × × × ✓

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × ✓ × × × × × ✓

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × × ✓

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × ✓ × × × × × ✓

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × ✓ × × × × × ✓

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) × ✓ × × × × × ✓

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × ✓ ✓ × ✓ × × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × ✓ × × × × × ✓
When designing SDA methods in WSNs, the security requirements
hould be considered based on needs of an application. In this paper, we
ivide SDA schemes based on applications into two categories, namely
ow-risk application and high-risk application. Accordingly, if a secure
ata aggregation method only considers data confidentiality and pri-
acy, it is suitable for low-risk applications. For example, MODA (Zhang
t al., 2018), SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016), ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018),
PDA (Zhou et al., 2019), QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020), LSDAR (Haseeb
t al., 2020), and CSDA (Fang et al., 2019). It is not recommended
hat these SDA schemes be applied to critical applications such as
ilitary, healthcare, IoT, IIoT, etc., because they are vulnerable to
any attacks. In contrast, EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020), ESRDA (Zhong

t al., 2018), Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017), OSM-EFHE (Shobana
t al., 2020), SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020), RCDA (Chen et al., 2011),
DAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016), and LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016)
re suitable for high-risk applications, because they meet different
ecurity requirements and are resistant to many attacks on the network.
able 29 compares secure data aggregation schemes in terms of various
ecurity requirements. It should be noted that a detailed analysis of
hese methods was presented in Section 4.
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As shown in Table 29, almost all SDA schemes guarantee data confi-
dentiality and privacy. Eavesdropping and traffic analysis are the most
important attacks that threaten these security requirements. Table 30
analyzes SDA methods in terms of these attacks briefly. As shown in
Table 30, SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) cannot counteract the traffic
analysis attack because this method applies an inefficient encryption
technique to protect data confidentiality. Therefore, the attacker can
analyze the data packets exchanged on the network to discover the
watermark inserted in them and access their content.

As stated in Section 4, some SDA methods apply the data slicing
technique to protect data privacy. For example, Sign-share (Alghamdi
et al., 2017), ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018), EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019), and
CSDA (Fang et al., 2019). The purpose of this technique is to guarantee
data privacy. According to the data slicing technique, each sensor node
divides its original data into several data slices, and then the data slices
are sent to different aggregator nodes. Now, if an attacker captures an
aggregator node, it can only access a subset of the data of the other
nodes. It is true that this technique is an effective solution to ensure
data privacy, but it contradicts the main goal of the data aggregation
process. This purpose is to reduce data transmission to decrease energy

consumption, congestion, traffic, packet collision, and delay in the
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Table 30
Analyzing different SDA methods in terms of attacks related to data confidentiality.

Number Scheme Attacks related to data confidentiality

Eavesdropping Traffic analysis

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) ✓ ✓

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ✓

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) ✓ ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) ✓ ✓

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) ✓ ✓

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) ✓ ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ✓

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) ✓ ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) ✓ ✓
network. However, if the data slicing technique is used, not only the
number of data transmission is not decreased, but it is also increased. As
a result, it is impossible to employ this technique for large-scale WSNs.
Therefore, researchers must study in this field to provide more effective
techniques for data privacy.

It should be noted that many SDA approaches provide an appro-
priate authentication technique, which guarantees data integrity and
availability. Table 31 compares SDA methods in terms of attacks related
to availability. Table 32 also presents a comparison between SDA
schemes in terms of attacks related to data integrity. Also, secure data
aggregation schemes are categorized based on application in Table 33.

In some applications, authentication is an essential requirement.
This is because an attacker can disrupt the data aggregation pro-
cess by altering data packets or injecting fake data packets into the
network. This can change the aggregation result. According to our
proposed classification in this paper, SDA schemes can apply two
end-to-end and hop-by-hop authentication mechanisms. For example,
Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017), SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020), RCDA-
HOMO (Chen et al., 2011), and LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) use the
end-to-end authentication mechanism. The most important benefits of
this mechanism are low computational overhead, energy consumption,
and end-to-end delay in the data transmission process. However, its
major drawback is low security that may waste network resources.
On the other hand, ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018), SDAPA (Parmar and
Kadhiwala, 2016), OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020), EHDA (Ullah
et al., 2020), and SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) apply the hop-by-
hop authentication mechanism in the data aggregation process. This
mechanism increases the computational overhead, energy consump-
tion, and end-to-end delay in the data transmission process. Whereas,
it provides better security. This can be a future research direction for
researchers to provide an appropriate solution, which makes a tradeoff
between security and delay. For example, RCDA-HETE (Chen et al.,
2011) presented a proper technique so that the BS authenticates CH
nodes (end-to-end authentication mechanism). Furthermore, CH nodes
locally authenticate their CM nodes (hop-by-hop authentication mech-
anism). This method provides an appropriate tradeoff between security
and delay. It is an effective authentication mechanism for large-scale
WSNs. However, it requires further research to address its weaknesses.
In Table 34, different SDA schemes are categorized in terms of the
authentication mechanism.

Based on our studies in this paper, it can be deduced that EHDA (Ul-
lah et al., 2020), ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018), Sign-share (Alghamdi
et al., 2017), OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020), SAPDA (Goyal et al.,
37

2020), RCDA-HOMO (Chen et al., 2011), LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020),
and SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) are recoverable SDA
schemes. The most important benefit of these methods is that the BS
has access to all sensed data and can perform various data aggregation
operations on raw data. However, these methods are not scalable.
Because when transmitting data to the BS, data packet size is enlarged
in each hop. This increases energy consumption and delay in the data
transmission process. On the other hand, SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016),
ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018), EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019), RCDA-HETE (Chen
et al., 2011), QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020), LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016), and
CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) are unrecoverable SDA schemes. These meth-
ods are scalable and reduce delay in the data transmission process. In
MODA (Zhang et al., 2018), the authors have introduced an interesting
idea called multi-functional data aggregation technique. According to
the technique proposed in this method, each sensor node transforms its
own original data into well-defined vectors. Then, the data aggregation
process is performed on these vectors. This preserves value, order, and
context of the original data. In this condition, the base station is able to
execute various statistical operations on the aggregated data. Refer to
Section 4 for more details. In fact, MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) offered
a hybrid scheme (i.e. both recoverable and unrecoverable techniques).
It seeks to take advantages of both categories and addresses their
drawbacks. However, in the future, researchers must study this method
to complete this idea and address its weaknesses. In Table 35, SDA
schemes are classified based on the data recovery ability.

6. Open issues and research challenges

Secure data aggregation is a very important research subject. It
is expected that this subject will be improved by researchers in the
future. In the wireless sensor network, there are various challenges for
providing an appropriate SDA method. In this section, we present the
most important challenges and open issues in this area:

Restricted resources. Sensor nodes have limited resources such as pro-
cessing power, communication range, memory, energy, and so on. As
a result, designing a light-weight and energy-efficient SDA scheme is a
very important research area that should be considered by researchers.

Scalability. The SDA scheme should be suitable for networks with
different sizes. Obviously, when the size of the network increases, the
delay will be increased in the data transmission process from sensor
nodes to the base station (BS). This can undermine the performance of
the SDA scheme. Therefore, designing the scalable SDA schemes is an

important challenge.
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Table 31
Comparisons between SDA methods in terms of attacks related to availability.

Number Scheme Attacks related to availability

Black hole Sinkhole Wormhole Selective Forwarding Sybil Flooding

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × × × × × ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) × × × × ✓ ✓

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × × × × ✓ ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × × × × × ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × × × × ✓ ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × × × × × ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) × × × × ✓ ×

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × × × × × ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) × × × × × ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × × × × × ×

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × × × × × ×
Table 32
Comparison between SDA schemes in terms of attacks related to data integrity.

Number Scheme Attacks related to data integrity

Node replication Packet injection Packet duplication Packet alteration

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × × × ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) × ✓ ✓ ✓

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) × ✓ ✓ ✓

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ✓ × ✓

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ✓ × ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × × × ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × ✓ × ✓

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × × × ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) × ✓ ✓ ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × × × ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) × × × ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × ✓ × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × × × ×
Table 33
Classification of SDA schemes based on application.

Number SDA scheme Low-risk application High-risk application

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) ✓ ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) × ✓

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) × ✓

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) ✓ ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) × ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) ✓ ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) × ✓

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) × ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) ✓ ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO × ✓

RCDA-HETE × ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) ✓ ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) × ✓

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) ✓ ×
38
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Table 34
Classification of the SDA methods in terms of the authentication mechanism.

Number Scheme Hop-by-hop authentication mechanism End-to-end authentication mechanism

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) × ×

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) ✓ ×

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) × ✓

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × ×

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) ✓ ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) × ✓

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × ×

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO × ✓

RCDA-HETE ✓ ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × ×

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) × ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ×

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × ×
Table 35
Classification of the SDA methods in terms of the data recovery ability.

Number Scheme Recoverable SDA schemes Unrecoverable SDA schemes

1 MODA (Zhang et al., 2018) ✓ ✓

2 EHDA (Ullah et al., 2020) ✓ ×

3 ESRDA (Zhong et al., 2018) ✓ ×

4 SDAW (Boubiche et al., 2016) × ✓

5 Sign-share (Alghamdi et al., 2017) ✓ ×

6 ASSDA (Hua et al., 2018) × ✓

7 OSM-EFHE (Shobana et al., 2020) ✓ ×

8 SAPDA (Goyal et al., 2020) ✓ ×

9 EPDA (Zhou et al., 2019) × ✓

10 RCDA (Chen et al., 2011) RCDA-HOMO ✓ ×
RCDA-HETE × ✓

11 QPPDA (Liu et al., 2020) × ✓

12 LSDAR (Haseeb et al., 2020) ✓ ×

13 SDAPA (Parmar and Kadhiwala, 2016) ✓ ×

14 LIPDA (Zhao et al., 2016) × ✓

15 CSDA (Fang et al., 2019) × ✓
Dynamic environment. In most SDA schemes, it is assumed that sensor
nodes and the base station are immobile in the network. However,
this assumption is not correct in many real environments. The move-
ment of sensor nodes in the network may change the network topol-
ogy. Therefore, the SDA protocol must be able to operate in dynamic
environments appropriately.

Delay. Secure data aggregation can increase delay in the network.
Whereas, in real-time applications, it is very important to consider
the delay issue. Because in these applications, the data transmission
process must be done with the lowest delay. Therefore, designing the
time-sensitive SDA schemes is an open issue that should be studied by
researchers.

Testbeds. Many secure data aggregation methods are tested using vari-
ous simulation tools such as NS2, NS3, OMNET++ and so on. However,
these tools cannot properly evaluate the various aspects of a SDA
scheme. For this reason, it is necessary to implement these methods
in real environments. However, it is very costly.

Using the new techniques. Today, machine learning (ML) and artificial
intelligence (AI) techniques are used to design different protocols. They
provide the promising results. However, these techniques are rarely
applied in designing SDA methods. It is an open issue that should be
39

discussed in the future by researchers.
7. Conclusion

In this survey, we studied and evaluated several SDA schemes
comprehensively. We first introduced the most important security re-
quirements in WSNs and described the most common attacks in these
networks. Next, we categorized secure data aggregation methods based
on the network model, topology, key cryptography technique, encryp-
tion method, application, authentication mechanism, and data recovery
ability. Then, we introduced some SDA methods in WSNs. We analyzed
these methods in terms of different security requirements and evaluated
their countermeasures against different attacks. We also expressed
their strengths and weaknesses. These SDA schemes consider different
security requirements and are suitable for a specific application. In
this paper, we attempted to give researchers an appropriate perspective
on SDA schemes and future research directions. This paper also helps
researchers gain a correct understanding for designing appropriate SDA
methods, and addressing the current issues. In future research, we will
examine secure data aggregation schemes that use artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques, and analyze their effect
on the performance of WSNs. Today, these new techniques have been
used in many fields and have shown promising results. We believe that
these new techniques can be used to design SDA protocols for WSNs
and increase their efficiency and performance.
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